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on machines we now have; every
(Follomng is the text of the radio ad
dress to the Nation delivered by Donald
M. Nelson, chairman ot the War Produc
tion Board, on March 2.)

My Fellow Americans:

I have come to this microphone tonight
to talk about one thing, particularly to
the managers and the workers of Ameri
can industry. It Is deadly serious. I
want to ask you a question I have been

of

Are you doing everything within your

protective

equipment

30

FREIGHT-CAR LOADINGS
CLASS I RAILROADS

a Japan whose production is at its peak.
So, I ask you—all of you free men and
free women—can we beat it? The an
swer is to be found particularly in what

AMERICANS PROMISE 25 TO 100
PERCENT RISE NOW IN OUTPUT
(Stories on pages 4 and 5)

power TODAY to put more weapons into

you men in the war production plants—
management and labor—what you do

the hands of oxu- fighting men?
I emphasize TODAY because the arms

about It now—TODAY.

we produce tomorrow, next month or

next year are not going to the men who
need them TODAY, and they need them
desperately TODAY.

Let us look at the other side of the
1938

picture for a minute. In Germany, In
Japan, in the conquered countries, mil

JAN. '39

lions of men are bound to their tasks
under threat of death, under threat of
concentration camps, under the whip

30.S MILLION

1941
JAN.'42

SOURCE:U. S. DEPT. OF COMMERCE

managers who blame their suppliers. I
have talked to suppliers who blame scar

city of materials. And I have talked to
a lot of people who blame Washington.

What hayeyou doneabout it?
My answer to each of these people has
been: What have YOU done about it

Our enemies producing at peak

yourself?

production is free. We are fighting
42.7 MILLION

I have talked to men who blame labor
for lack of production. I have talked
to labor leaders who blame management
for lack of production. I have talked to

and the goad of the secret police.

We are not fighting enemies whose

THRU

447485°—42

wliat we are up against—a Germany and

asking myself:

CIVILIAN DEFENSE

allocations

^Ndson opens great production drive,
says we can make V4 more for war

prime factory to get quota, scoreboard

MATERIALS

First
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enemies where management is forced and
where labor is forced. Both, upon pain
of death, must do exactly what they are
told and exactly as much as they are
told. They are actually slaves. That is

To the business men who blame labor,
I say:

What have you done to settle the
problem forthrightly instead of merely
complaining? Have you really tried to
remove the causes of Just complaints
(Continued on page 6)
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under the Price Control Act. The new
National Housing Agency announced a
program for immediate public and pri

At the request of the President, War

vate construction of 37,261 additional
dwelling units for war workers and the
war.

Deliveries

of

typewriters

were

armed forces.

Production Board Chairman Nelson last

halted to prepare for rationing. This in

week opened a great drive to supply our
forces with vast quantities of weapons
now. Declaring that we can produce 25

dustry, too, will produce for war.
Pistols, rifles, and shotguns were frozen
also, until it can be determined which
kinds will be necessary for the armed
forces and essential services.

on wholesale prices of floor coverings

Trouser cuffs go

and temporary ceilings on silk waste and
bedding equipment, and announced ad

percent more on machines we have to

day, Mr. Nelson said the results would

be achieved by the following methods:
Joint

management-labor

commit

tees to push the work and devise bet
ter ways of doing it.

Production schedules for every pri
mary producer, with scoreboards by
which each shift may observe its prog
ress toward the goal.
Awards of merit to individuals who
give distinguished service on the pro
duction line.

Reports on performance of weap

ons. by the soldiers who use them, di
rectly to the men who made them.

Public promises that much and more
Labor, management, and the public
responded instantly with pledges of an
increase of 25 percent and better. The

The elimination of trouser cuffs was

the most spectacular of a long list of
specifications designed to permit cutting
of 26 percent more suits and 10 percent
more overcoats out of the limited amount
cloth that will be available to civilians.
A general preference order allocated the

bulk of the Nation's cotton duck to the
Armed Services. The use of raw and
processed Jute from India was curtailed
sharply by an order from which the car
pet industry will suffer most. Seeking on
the other hand to speed up cloth needed
for war, WPB raised the preference rat

ing on materials to make spare parts for
textile machines.

Manufacture of gas masks was forbid

chiefs of the American Federation of La

den except when the masks are actually

bor and the Congress of Industrial Or

on order by agencies of the Government.
A general preference order limited the

ganizations accepted the challenge for
10 million workers,
At the same time the WPB chairman

shifted war contracts from a bid basis to

negotiation, to get the most in speed and
volume out of every plant, large and
small.

Tightening of belts continues
Meanwhile the tightening of belts for
the struggle continued. WPB announced
emergency specifications for steel to con

serve alloys vital to war, and warned
manufacturers to make test runs so they

use of teak to ship decking and other
military purposes. Further restrictions
were placed on jewel bearings. Zinc pool
requirements were increased and the lead

pool, although the percentage to be set
aside is the same, will bring more metal
because of the change in base period.

Spent: 100 millions a day
Expenditures for war in February ap
proached 100 million dollars a day, it was
announced.
Results were apparent,

could shift to the new steels at a mo

too—a cast steel and welded medium
tank went into mass production at a new

ment's notice.

plant far from the coasts.

An emergency rationing program for

Transportation. WPB prohibited further
construction

after

the steel plates for merchant ships will

completion of February quotas. Manu
facture of spare parts for medium and

come from mills which last year were

of

medium

trucks

heavy trucks and buses will be assured,
to keep existing vehicles In operation.

Production of radios and phonographs
for civilians will cease April 22, to permit
complete conversion of the industry to

turning out sheets for automobiles.

The beleaguered civilian was not for
gotten. Price Administrator Henderson
gave 20 areas 60 days to bring rents down

to specified levels. If they do not, the
Administrator is empowered to take steps

OFFICIAL BULLETIN ol the Office for Emergency
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Published weekly by the Division oi
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printed at the United States Government Printing
Office. Washington, D. C.

OPA realigned its staff for the dual job
of price control and rationing.
OPA also put a permanent regulation

justments and preparations for ceilings
on a long list of other items.

The ceiling on aluminum scrap was
relaxed with regard to purchases by the

Metals Reserve Co., which is rounding
up idle and excessive inventories for war.
The Office of Civilian Defense an
nounced the first allocations of ftre-

fighting equipment, gas masks, stretchei's, cots, and other emergency equipment
under its $100,000,000 appropriation.
★

★

★

February war spending rose 60

97 million per working day
The daily rate of expenditures for the
war effort in February neared $100,000,000 per working day. The February in
crease in the rate of spending Indicates
an accelerated tempo in the war produc
tion effort.

Treasury Department checks paid for
war purposes, plus Reconstruction Fi

nance Corporation disbursements, came
to $2,330,000,000. With 24 working days
in February the daily rate was $97,100,000, an increase of 17.6 percent over the
previous month. This is the highest in
crease in the rate of dally spending for
any month since last September, when
the dally rate rose 24.5 percent over that
of August.
★

The Division of Materials announced
a program to raise manganese produc
tion from the 40,000 tons of 1940 to
600,000 tons, and revealed that much of

all types of new trucks will be adminis
tered by WPB and the OfBce of Defense

OPAprepares for job ahead

★

WAR EFFORT'S PROGRESS
TOLD VISUALLY
Tlae charts appearing every week on
the front cover of Victory tell the story
of America's battle as it is fought here at
home. One-column mats are available
for publication by newspapers and others
who may desire them. Requests should
be sent to Distribution Section, Division

of Information, OEM, Washington, D. C.

Subscription rates by mail: 75< for 53 Issues; 25«

for 13 Issues; single copies 5r. payable in advance.
Remit money order payable directly to the Superin
tendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C.
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to dial offices, and to refrain from luxury
Installations in private homes and offices.
Among other developments on the
Home Front which affect most of us. in

These are our orders:

Attack, drive

forward, smother the enemy with your
resources, bury him beneath mountains
of steel become ships and tanks, blacken
his skies and darken his heart with the
shadows of 60,000 airplanes, forego the
needs of peace that he may choke on

your weapons of war. Drown him in
lead, strangle him in shining coils of fab
ricated copper, blast him with sugar you
have made into explosives. Produce!
Produce!

Produce!

The Home Front's marching orders
The Home Front got its marching
orders last week when War Production
Board Chairman Donald M. Nelson
launched our National Production Drive.

It looks already as though we have
taken long steps toward victory.
It looks that way because the response
to Mr. Nelson's call proves us again one

of war but there was still plenty of stock
on the retailers' shelves and In the deal

one way or another: OPA's action In
placing temporary price ceilings over 11
canned fruits. 15 canned vegetables . . .

ers' salesrooms.

OPA found wholesalers' stocks abnor

But from now on you

can expect these shortages to be work
ing their way down, and with everincreasing rapidity.

Always remember the WHY

WPB reduced the amount of crude rub
ber which can be used for some products,

After April, for instance, practically
all women's hosiery will be made of rayon
or cotton, or of cotton and rayon com
bined. WPB has just made larger quantites of rayon available to the mills for
that purpose.

Never forget the WHY of such devel

opments.

Always the WHY can be

traced to a definite war need.
In the beginning there was silk (re
member?) but such silk stock piles as
we'd accumulated before we broke with
the Japanese brigands were used up rap

idly by the Army and Nav?. Army and

Nation, indivisible, determined in the

Navy made the silk into parachute cloth

face of danger.

and other things (silk waste is made Into

It looks that way because of the en
thusiastic promises of united and un
remitting effort which flooded into WPB
from all three sectors of the Home

powder bags for the big guns, bags to

Front. . .

Prom the labor which will make our
victory.

From

the

management which will

make our victory.

Prom the rest of us whose cheerful
sacrifices will make our victory.

While they fought . . .
These promises were flooding in to
WPB by mail and telegraph last week
while MacArthur's heroic and outnum

bered troops were pressing a counter
attack In Bataan, while United Nations
forces on Java assisted by American
fighters and American machines re
ceived the full impact of Japanese as

sault, while Russian armies in part
equipped by the X3. S. continued to press
the Nazis back, and brave Chinese, un
dismayed by the menace to Rangoon,

planned other life lines for American aid.
They came, too. these pledges and
promises, as the Office of Price Admin
istration reorganized the better to meet

mally high, warned, too, that unless re

tail prices remain reasonable it will take
steps to control prices on that level . . .

hold the smokeless powder which comes

in part from alcohol made out of the
sugar you don't eat these days).
With silk cut off, the stocking manu
facturers turned increasingly to nylon,
that wonderful synthetic silk which
made its debut about the time of the
1939 New York World's Pair.
This
worked all right for awhile, or until the

Army and Navy, having exhausted silk
stocks, turned themselves to nylon for
parachute cloth. They're using more
and more of it every day and that's why

increased It for others.

No autos, but the tanks are here
Bedding is now under temporary price
control . . . Defense housing areas boom

demand . . . OPA

is

continuing

its

cigarette price schedule so you shouldn't
pay any more for your smokes . . . No
body is permitted to make or sell gas
masks imless they're
ernment agencies and
ical Warfare Sei-vice
Sugar rationing's a

on order by Gov
meet Army Chem
specifications . . .
week nearer and

you'd better get rid of your hoard if
you have one . . . Sell it back to your
grocer . . . Because laundries must get

along with only ten percent of the
chlorine they've been using in the past
your clothes may not look quite as
dazzlingly white when they come back
from the wash . . . Whenever you think
It would be nice to have a new car or a

new set of tires think of the new M-4

medium tanks now coming off the line
out in the Mid-West, and be happy.
★

★

★

Owners of idle machine tools

urged to make them available

you'll wear rayon. Madam.
Ownei's of idle machine tools were re

1918 styles improved
Last week brought news for the men
folk, too—news that WPB specifications
for men's clothing, specifications worked
out with the Industry, become effective
March 30.

quested March 6 by George C. Brainard,
chief of the tools branch, WPB. to make
them available for sale so they can be

placed in plants engaged in war pro
duction.

Compliance with this request will help

The WHY of these specifications Is

pretty obvious, they're designed to save
some 40,000,000 pounds of new wool.
Our armed forces and our allies need
wool cloth for uniforms—uniforms don't

in the WPB's current drive to step up

production to meet the goals set by Presi
dent Roosevelt.

He urged that full information regard
ing such idle tools be forwarded to the

last long in the field—and we can't get

available used tools section of the War

its growing responsibilities for rationing
and price control and as WFB orders

quantities of wool, as we used to do, from

Production Board where it can be incor

New Zealand and Australia.

porated in reference files for operators of

indicated new sacrifices, present or fu
ture, to be demanded of Home Fronters.
For a long while shortages, except in
tires and automobiles, were just some

Hello! DO Dew dial systems

war-production plants. Mr. Brainard
said that a recent recording of tools in

thing to talk about. Output of one

product or another might be cut'or cur
tailed at Its source to meet the demands

WPB Is cramping the style of the tele

phone companies, too.

It has ordered

them to estimate expansion in terms of
three years Instead of eight or ten, to
discontinue conversion of manual offices

the possession of used machine tool deal
ers resulted in the listing of approxi

mately 40,000 idle machines. Many of
these have found their way Into war pro
duction.

★
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Labor, management, and public hail
production drive, promise to increase
output by 25 percent and better

March 10, 1942

P. A. Tumqulst of the RCA Manufac

turing Co. suggested that the speech be
rerecorded on sound film and shown in

every war production plant. Others sug
gested rebroadcasts, still others wanted a

similar speech "every night."

(Mr. Nel

son's next production drive broadcast

Labor, management and the men and
women of working America reacted
promptly and enthusiastically last week

last night. Armed forces fighting to de«

to Donald M. Nelson's call for an all-out

soldiers of US Steel to back them to the

unremitting production drive.

limit until final victory is won."

The telegraphed messages of congrat

ulation and pledges of support which
followed the war production chief's radio
address to the Nation March 2 consti

tuted the greatest volume of such com

Both management and labor hailed

Nations can count on the production

the proposal for joint management-labor
committees to discuss and put into op
eration suggestions for Increased produc
tion. The national secretary of the Die

Company pledges 100 percent increase
A W. Herrington, president of the

Marmon Herrington Co. of Indianapo
lis, said Marmon Herrington was going

munications ever received at War Pro

duction Board headquarters or those of
its predecessor, the Office of Production
Management.

REPORT ASKED BY APRIL 1

Many of the telegrams suggested that
Mr. Nelson's speech be rebroadcast re

ON PLANT COMMITTEES

peatedly in order, as one phrased, "to
drive its message home."

One promises coDversion next day
Management and labor were alike in
promises of cooperation, in pledges to

beat production quotas, in assurances
that joint management-labor commit
tees will be set up to devise new methods

Donald M. Nelson, Chairman of the
War Production Board, on March 6
called on management and labor rep
resentatives of major plants having
war contracts to report by April 1 on

their progress in organizing joint la
bor-management committees for the
all-out Production Drive.
In letters addressed to all contrac

of getting the most out of man-hours

tors and "all recognized labor repre

and machines.

sentatives" in plants making tanks,

In addition to the telegrams from ma
jor industrialists and labor leaders and

ships, planes, guns, and machine tools,
Mr. Nelson announced that Govern

a variety of notables there were wires
from persons who were obviously of the
rank and file, soldiers in the trenches
of the home front, or owners of small

ment representatives will be sent out
shortly to give specific advice on set
ting up the drive committees. He
asked that actual organization of these

factories.

committees be undertaken only after

One of the latter, a New Yorker, wired
the WPB chairman that he would "con

conferences

with

these

Government

representatives.

Max Hoffman, secretary of the CIO
Baltimore Industrial Union Council,

above that for 1941.

wired that the council has voted unan

telegram read.

imous support of the production drive
program "particularly proposals for allout, continuous production for victory
and labor-management committee of

who are unable or unwilling to comply
we pledge you a 100 percent Increase in

The repeated promise of unions all
over the country to do. as a

typical

wire put It, "our part to beat pro

duction quotas" was matched by the re
action of such major industrialists as

B. P. Palrless, president of the United
States Steel Corporation. Mr. Fairless

plan is put into effect." Other telegrams
Indicated that such committees already
are in the process of formation.
"Will now work with

their hearts," on ships
The telegrams were filled with such

phrases as "let's beat our promises." and
with offers of assistance of all sorts.

A

New Yorker offered to devote his time

to speaking in war production plants.
Others merely asked: "Is there anything
that I can do?"

"Americans have been working with
their hands and brains," telegraphed
John Green, president of the Industrial

Union of Marine and Shipbuilding
Workers of America, "but after listening

to your speech I believe that they will
now work with their hearts."

Week dedicated to MacArthur urged
Owen D. Young wired from Florida.
"Congratulations and thanks for the in

spiration
managers

you must
and

have brought

workers

of

to

Industries

A woman wired "Better too much too

far beyond Mr. Nelson's request for a 25
percent increase in production in 1942

cooperation."

Casting Workers. CIO, wired from To
ledo, Ohio, that "You can expect tre
mendous production upswing if your

throughout the Nation."

vert our small shop from peace to war
production tomorrow."

Unions vote unanimous support

will be made the evening of March 10.)

fend the basic liberties of the United

". . . Your request is reasonable," his

1942 over 1941.

"To make up for those

To show you this is no

Idle gesture our January and February
shipments equal 50 percent of our total
1941 production. We are still not satisfled with our performance and you may

count upon us to keep punching."

soon than too little too late." and a man,
that Mr. Nelson's talk "must have filled

each man with desire to give all he can,
his life if need be, toward one goal: the
winning of this war."
A Canadian suggested that the U. S. A.

dedicate a week of all-out production "to
General MacArthur and his gallant
army" and that Canada dedicate a simi
lar week to threatened Australia.

"The people are ready"
Only a very few of the telegrams were

critical and those largely expressed a be

A number of the telegrams came from

lief that legislation for a longer basic

manufacturers who complained that they
had had difficulty in securing war pro

drastic controls should be imposed on

duction work but even these echoed the

both labor and management.

workweek

was

needed

or

that

more

wired:

general note of dedication and expressed

"Every man and every facility in US
Steel is squarely behind the production

renewed hope that their plants and their
workers might be absorbed into the war

do it." Another said that "the people are

program outlined in your radio address

effort.

ready for complete regimentation.**

One man suggested a 48-hour work
week with the comment that "talk won't

★
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Chiefs of AFL and CIO

accept production challenge on
behalf of 10,000,000 workers
Speaking for 10,000,000 organized
workers, President Philip Murray of the

Con^ESss of Industrial Organizations and
President William Green of the American
Federation of Labor have pledged labor's
wholehearted suii^ort to the national
top production drive.

Murray accepts challenge
In a Nation-wide broadcast Friday
night, Mr. Murray declared:
"The president of the United States

and Donald Nelson, Chairman of the
War Production Board, have challenged
labor and industry to speed up war pro
duction immediately, on a greater scale
than has ever been attempted in any

country in the history of mankind. I am

going to accept this challenge tonight on
behalf of the 5 million working men and
women who make up the Congress of In
dustrial Organizations. . . .

"Speaking now to the officers and
members of our affiliated unions and
councils. I call upon you to act without

delay In the spirit of the call issued by
our President and our War Production
Chief."

Mr. Green, In a letter to Mr. Nelson,
stated;

"Your suggestion that joint commit
tees in plants provide the machinery for
exchange of ideas and suggestions to pro
mote production is in line with our longestablished practice.

"I offer you the cooperation of the 5
millions of wage earners organized in the
American Federation of Labor who are

eager to do their utmost to give the
armed troops the munitions and the tools
of war."
★

★

★

SALIENT POINTS OF
PRODUCTION DRIVE
1. JOINT MANAGEMENT - LABOR
COMMITTEES to push production
and to devise ways to do the job better.
2. PRODUCTION SCHEDULES for each

primary producer, with scoreboards by
which each shift may mark its prog
ress toward the goal.

3. AWARDS OP MERIT for individuals

giving distinguished service on the pro
duction line.

4. REPORTS ON PERFORMANCE of

weapons, by the soldiers who use them,
directly to the men who built them.

VICTORY

★

Nelson shifts'war contracting from bid
system to negotiations, to use plants
idle because of competitive disadvantage
On the heels

his announcement of

a vast production drive to get an immedate increase in America's output of war

goods. Chairman Donald M. Nelson of the
War Production Board signed on March 4
a directive broadening procurement poli
cies to Insure the widest possible place

ment of war supply contracts and a much

greater utilization of small plants and
factories.

Bidsystem keeps smallfirms idle

smaller firms go unused while the facili
ties of the big firms ai'e tied up with work
that could be produced elsewhere. By
ruling that the big fii-ms be saved for
the big difficult jobs, the production pro
gram gains all around.

Existing machines a consideration
4. Subject to these considerations,
contracts are to be placed with con

cerns which need the smallest quanti
ties of new machinery and equipment.

The directive has these provisions:

This is designed to get most efficient

1. Effective at once, all military sup

use of the Nation's machine tool capacity

ply contracts are to be placed by nego
tiation Instead of by competitive bid
ding, unless the Director of Purchases,
WPB, specifically authorizes the use
of competitive bids.

This provision is expected to result In
speedier procurement and in broader use
of the Nation's productive capacity. Un
der competitive bidding, large concerns
which already hold extensive war con

tracts are often able to under-bid small
maniffacturers who are not doing any

war work at all; when this happens, the
contract ordinarily is given to the low
bidder, even though that may prevent a

perfectly capable small firm from getting
into war production.

Emphasis shifted from price to speed
2. In placing contracts, primary em

and to bring into service as many idle
tools as possible.

"In my opinion," said Mr. Nelson,
"compliance with the terms of this di
rective will result in speedier and more

efficient war procurement and in maxi
mum utilization of the productive

capacity of the Nation. The placing of
contracts will be

Immensely speeded,

and we shall be able to bring into war

production many factories which have
not hitherto been used."
•k

it

if

COTTON LINTERS CONFERENCES
A series of regional conferences with

producers of cotton linters in the South
ern States has been scheduled by Edgar

L. Pearson, chief of the cellulose unit

phasis is to be put upon speed of

of the chemicals branch, WPB.

delivery.

Purpose of the conferences, Mr. Pear
son said, is to map out the production

This provision is frankly designed to
shift the emphasis away from price and
put it upon speed. More favorable prices
are often obtained by a sacrifice of speed;
by shifting the emphasis, quicker deliver
ies can be had at comparatively minor
increase in cost.

Avoid pilingsimple workon big companies
3. Contracts for standard and semistandard articles relatively simple to

make shall be placed with smaller con

cerns. so that the facilities of the
larger, more fully equipped firms may
remain available for production of
more difflcxilt and complicated items.

The Services buy some articles which
can be made by large numbers of com
panies, large and small; they buy others
which only the biggest manufacturers
can handle. If contracts for articles In
the first classification are placed with
the biggest concerns, the facilities of the

program for the coming season.

Cotton

linters are an essential ingredient in the
manufacture of smokeless powder and
other explosives.

One meeting was to be in Atlanta,
March 9.

Others were scheduled as
follows: New Orleans, March 12; Hous
ton. March 13; Dallas, March 17; Mem
phis, March 19.
★

★

★

Artistic talent mobilized

for poster warfare
Mobilization of the Nation's illustra
tors and commercial artists into a regi
ment of talent to fight on the strategically
important war poster front was an
nounced February 28 by Vaughn Flan-

nery, chief of the graphics division. Office
of Facts and Figures.

★

VICTORY

★
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days out of three score years and ten—

Nelson launches production drive;
factories to get quotas, scoreboards

the life of a man.

In the lives of men

now living, those 304 days immediately
ahead can shape the whole course of

history for a thousand years, and shape
that freedom is being defended—where

{Continued from page 2)

against working conditions in your
plant?
To the representatives of labor, I say;
Have you really gone the limit to adjust
your differences without stopping pro
duction?

To those who whine that Washington

hasn't done enough for them. I say:
Where is your initiative? Where is

your enterprise?
ing

about

You are always talk

preserving

free

enterprise.

Where is it? Do you usually get busi
ness by waiting for the customer to call
you and ask you to take an order? Have

you made a thorough study of what the
customer wants? Are you prepared to

yotu" right to free enterprise; your right
to collective bargaining; your right to
criticize; your right to worship as you
please—it Is on the battleline that those
things you hold more precious than all

else are being defended. It is on the
battleline
that
men—fathers, sons,
brothers, boys you know, have pledged

It to our way of life.

Give up everything except war
Is it not then worth while to give up
all else but war and production for war

during those 304 days? Could any right,
privilege, profit, or material possession
of which we voluntarily deprive ourselves
during those 304 days to gain our end

their lives to this thing for their coun

compare with what we gain by so doing?

try, for you and for me. And their suc
cess in this heroic undertaking depends
entirely upon what we—you and I—here

Failure to achieve that end can mean

at home—you and I on the production

the end of freedom throughout the world
for centuries to come. Can we not
understand what that would mean not

line—do to give them the stuff they need

only to those now living but to genera

to destroy the enemy.

tions yet to come? I think we can and
by dedicating ourselves wholly to this

Put your anger into your job

task we'll make those goals—yes, and

convert your machinery to those needs?
Can you show us what you can do?
There isn't time for the Army and the

clinched your fists, impatient to get at
the Japanese for what they did at Pearl

To help us do all this and to give us
the genuine feeling of participation that

Navy to determine what every plant can

Harbor?

we need, the President has asked us for

make.

take to make you mad?

There must be initiative and en

Let's put it another way.

Have you

How many MacArthurs does it
Doesn't your

exceed them.

a great production drive.

I am, there

terprise at the other end of the trans

blood run faster as ycu read of the under

fore. writing the management and work

action,

sea raiders operating within a torpedo's
length of our own shores?
If these things have left you indiffer

production asking them to set up joint

If you can show the Army and

the Navy what you can do and are pre

pared to do it, most of the problem is
solved.

ent; If these things have not brought
you to your feet alert and mad, deter

Everyone feels urge to do more
Almost without exception, every one

of these people I have talked to feels
the urge to do more.

The trouble is not

with their intentions.

The trouble is

rather too strong a tendency to pass the
buck—to blame the other fellow.

Work is

slowed down, production is lost and the
men in the foxholes with MacArthur,

the men in the Indies, our boys on land
and sea and in the air are the first to

suffer, and suffer death.
So I ask industry; I ask the men in

the plants: I ask all of you who* can
contribute so much to ever greater pro

duction—look into your hearts, look into
your minds—be honest with yourselves
individually and answer my question:

Are you doing TODAY every single

mined that they shall stop and that those

who inflict this bloodshed upon us shall
be destroyed, then you are not worthy
But I know that most of you are mad.
So, I ask you to put that heat and that
indignation—that fight—into that job of
yours, whatever the job may be. It
doesn't matter whether you tend a lathe,
a

production

line,

management-labor

committees

within

each of those plants to run this drive
to push production up to and beyond
the President's goals.

Assigning production schedules
And right here I want to say that this

to be called American.

boss

ers in plants engaged in primary war

or manage

a

plant. If you, every one of you, starts
tomorrow putting that extra bit of drive;
that extra head of steam; that extra
measure of determination into the job at
hand, we can win with a minimum loss
of blood and treasure.

Our time measured is days
In doing that we carry the fight Into

Is no sly scheme to speed up men and

machines for profit's sake.

It is instead

a job in which we all can take a hand,
and share in its success.

Out of it must

come greater production per machine
and much greater use of each machine
now operating. We cannot always wait

for new ones. We must have full, threeshift operations of those we have.

We

cannot be satisfied until we've come as

close as possible to the limit of 168 hours
of work per machine per week. In doing
that I

am

confident we can increase

production at least 25 percent on exist
ing equipment. That we must do and
let no man fear that by putting more

thing within your individual power to see

our plants.

that the planes, the tanks, the guns,

our goals, by which I mean the 60,000
military planes; the 45,000 tanks, the

steam Into his effort he'll soon run out

20,000 antiaircraft guns, and the 8,000,-

yet to do that we must move faster than

000 tons of merchant ships the President
has said we must have this year. That
is the task before us. It is the greatest
production job in history. And It must
be done this year—the year 1942. We
have but 10 months to go—304 days—in

we have thus far.

and ships, the ammunition and equip
ment those boys need desperately is get
ting into their hands faster and in everIncreasing quantity?

I'm not talking tonight merely to near

the sound of my own voice.
appealing to you.

Nor am I

I am telling you that

unless we can answer that question with
a loud, positive YES, we are, in reality,
helping the Axis win this war.
It is the production line that supplies
the battleline. But it is on the battleline

We then move faster toward

which to strengthen our striking power
to a point where victory can come within
our grasp.

Think for a moment of 304 days—304

of work.

It is because there is so much

To bring the goals closer to men and
management I am assigning production
schedules to the primary producers.

They'll get a quota for the drive.

These

quotas are based on what we know a

plant can do to meet the President's
goals.
Tliey are not, however, the
MOST the plants can do. No man can
set a limit upon our will and determlna-

★
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tlon once we have resolved to do our
utmost.

That each man may measure his de
termination visually I am asking the
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Improved type of medium tank goes into
mass production at new plant

plants to erect a production scoreboard
within the shops upon which each sched
ule can be laid out.

There every man

can see what lies ahead each day.

In

fact the joint committee can mark each
shift's progress toward the goal.
I want quotas broken down for each
division within the plant so that every
man working on every contract can be
a member of the team.

On the way he

does his job depends the fate of all of
us—the fate of our soldiers, sailors, and
airmen, of our families and friends.

Upon the way that job Is done rest all
our hopes for future years.

Americans love competition
We Americans love competition—the
matching of wills and skills in sport and
trade. There in this plan, we have in
effect, the greatest competition of all

medium models.

tor Harrison announced March 3.

sources have been advanced considerably

Known as the M-4 medium tank. It Is
the forerunner of thousands of similar

design that will be built this year as part
of the program for 45,000 tanks set by
President Roosevelt as the goal for 1942,
Other plants now turning out M-3
medium tanks shortly will begin making
the M-4. In changing from one model
to the other, there will be a minimum
of lost productive time. Some plants will
begin building M-4's while finishing the

ing the joint committees in each plant
to provide machinery whereby each man
may submit Ideas and suggestions for
doing the job better. These ideas and
suggestions will be studied each week
by the committees. Those found sound
will be forwarded to Washington.

Our

engineering staff will examine them.
Those proved valuable will be made
available to other plants. Thus we tap
a vast new reservoir of ideas, welding
our productive genius into a united ef
fort for victory.

Individuals to get awards of merit
Our Army and Navy have systems of
commending merit of high order in the
line of duty. There is also merit of a
high order on the production line in tills
war. I have therefore proposed that the
pToduction soldier shall also be recog
nized for meritorious service to his coun

try.

Individuals making special contri

butions to greater production will, upon
recommendation of the local plant com
mittees and subject to review by a na
tional board, be given awards of merit.
As I have studied om- production prob
lems, it has seemed to me unfortunate
that the men in the war plants so seldom
have an opportunity to know how the

plane, the tank, gun, or ship they have
constructed, has performed. Conse

In other plants, ex

Emphasis oa cast steel, welding

design will increase the effectiveness of
its armament.

Meanwhile, additional plants are being

the men who built them.

I want them,

to tell us how the job's been done.

call for several new types of light tanks
and they will come into production when
facilities now being prepared are ready.
When the tank program gets in full
swing it will be drawing its heaviest sup

port from the locomotive, automotive,

As other new tank arsenals come into

They

are the only ones who really know. To
do this we will use every possible means
to extend a line of communication be
tween the plants and the theaters of
war.

War cannot be won in Washington
Here in Washington, we can but out
line the basic framework of this produc
tion drive. We can give guidance and

and farm machinery industries.

Yet, if I understand the temper of the

American people, there will not be com

plaint or protest if the job is well done.
But to do it well, those of us on the pro
duction-line have got to get into this fight
NOW. Its a fight in which no holds are

barred. Our enemy has suspended all
the rules. We can't fight by the book.
For that reason notliing can be allow'ed
to delay production.

We dare do no less...

make suggestions. Success depends upon

There must be sweat and action on the

the men and women in industry—the
men and women out there on the pro

production-line to match the blood and

duction-line.

action on the battle-line.

The war can be lost in

We must train our sights on 163 hours

Washington. It cannot be won here.
That can be done only on the battle-lines
that now extend around the world and
on the production-lines that extend
across this Nation. Those productionlines will determine whether we hold the
battle-lines and whether ultimately we

per week of machine-time to match the
168 hours per week of machine-gun time.

crush the enemy.

The men of the production-line dare
do no less than the men of the battleline.

So. in closing, let me remind you once
more that the slaves of Germany and the
slaves of Japan are producing arms at a

Hard months are ahead. You know
that. The materials of war are for the

peak which we must equal and then sur

most part materials of peace. Peace has

I therefore say to you free men and
free women on the production-line—to
the free management of American indus

given way to war and many of the mate

the front who are using these instru

rials which gave us those conveniences
we have come to take for granted must
now be devoted exclusively to war pro
duction. In the months ahead there will

ments of warfare, to report directly to

be privation and there will be hard work,

quently I am asking the Army and the
Navy to arrange for men at sea and at

The new medium tank will use cast

steel and welded hulls to a much greater
extent than the M-3 and a change in

ment those that now are producing this
type of combat vehicle. Plans currently

at the same time.

tank.

In this production drive I am also ask

in the near future.

have two models leaving production lines

American industry—men and manage
around the world.

In order to meet the President's require
ments. It is expected that several more
tank plants will be in mass production

made ready to build light tanks to aug

time in which the wills and skills of
ring

Dates originally set for

delivery of the first tanks from these new

last of their orders for M-3's and will

tensive plans are being made so the first
of the new type tank will follow Imme
diately after the last of the old type

ment—can really make freedom

production, they will begin with the M-4

Mass production of a new medium tank
for the Army has begun at a new Mid
western plant, WPB Production Direc

pass—quickly.

try—work as you've never worked before
that we may defeat an enemy more ruth
less, brutal, and bloody than we ever
faced before.

•k
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INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS...
New steel specifications conserve alloys;
industries urged to prepare for quick shift

Limit on steel warehouse stock
extended to all sources
Steel warehouses are prohibited from

Changes in steel specifications to fur
ther the production drive and thus meet
the demands of the war effort were an

nounced March 7 by the War Pi'oduction
Board.

The changes are designed to conserve

the supplies of steel alloys, the vital ma

terials that make the hard, tough steel
modern warfare demands.

Those interested in obtaining these

steels can apply to their regular steel
sources. Heats have already been made
by a number of companies, including
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, CarnegieUlinois Steel Co., Copperweld Steel Co.,
Pittsburgh Crucible Steel Co., Republic

The most important material used in
modern war is alloy steel.

Distribution Section. Information Divi
sion, OEM, Washington, D. C.

With the

rapid increase in production, It quickly
became evident that unless steel alloys
were conserved, there would not be

enough for both the war program and

Steel Corporation, Rotary Electric Steel

Co.,

Timken Steel

& Tube Co.,

and

In the early stages of this program it
may not be possible for a user to obtain

In anticipation of this shortage, repre
sentatives of the steel industry, the So
ciety of Automotive Engineers, the Iron
and Steel Institute, and other technical

a test program.
Test steel should be ordered in the

bodies were called together by WPB to

usual manner.

★

Available steels wiil be limited
The conservation of alloying elements
in thsie specifications is based upon the
principle that small quantities of several

different alleys are more effective than
large quantities of any single element.
It appears that these national emer
gency steels and certain others contain

ing less strategic elements, or none, will
soon be the only .steels available.

It is

therefore imperative, it was explained,,
that industry take the necessai^ steps
to change over as quickly as possible so as
to be prepared when the supply of habitu
ally used steels is cut off.

Steels containing the strategic ele

★

commercial quantity. However, any steel
obtained by a warehouse through exten
sion of a rating higher than A-2 may not

be delivered by the warehouse to any

products to orders bearing high prefer

Fabricators of

metals were

warned

March 2 by the chemicals branch, WPB,
to investigate every possible cleaning

Another amendment to the order, con
tained in paragraph "c." enables small

warehouses to buy steel products listed

method other than chlorinated solvents
applicable to their operations.

In Schedule B in minimum carload lots,
notwithstanding the restrictions on quar

A shortage in chlorinated solvents al

terly deliveries, provided the warehouse
does not accept deliveries in excess of its

ready exists, caused by the vast increase
in metal fabricating, the branch said,
and the situation will get worse.

Use of substitutes urged
Manufacturers with war contracts will

the use of chlorinated solvents will not

(1000-1100-1200 series), carbon molybde
num (4000 series), manganese molybde
num (8000-8100-8200-8300-5400-8500 se

At least 30 percent of the cleaning op
erations in the metals industry now being

ries), or silico manganese (9200 series)

done with chlorinated solvents can be ac

wherever possible.

complished by the use of other materials,
such as mineral spirits, non-chlorinated-

The analyses of the alternate steels
which will be available, and existing steel
specifications with the national emer
gency equivalents, are given in tables in
release No, WPB 448, obtainable from

of 90 days so that they may place with
their suppliers an order for a minimum

ence ratings. This paragraph applies
especially to the delivery of steel plates.

chlorinated solvents

be possible.

Analyses available

ence ratings higher than A-9 on deliv
eries to their customers up to a period

houses of certain types of steel and steel

Hence, industry is urged to use carbon
steels

permit warehouses to accumulate prefer

amended to restrict deliveries from ware

pointed out, and continued extension of

manganese

May accumulate ratings

Paragraph "d" of the order has been

Metal fabricators warned
of shortage in

be affected as well as others, the branch

Intermediate

The amendment was issued February 28
by the Director of Industry Operations.
The restrictions previously imposed by
the order applied only to deliveries from
steel producers.

a rating higher than A-2 until such
stock has been held for at least 90 days.

★

ments nickel, chromium, tungsten, co
balt, and vanadium may only be used on
extremely important functional parts.
and

No. 3 to Supplementary Order M-21-b,

customer except on orders which bear

discuss National Emergency Steel Speci
fications.

their assigned quotas from any person
or company by the terms of Amendment

The order has also been amended to

Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co.

the exact bar size or shape to which he
is accustomed and it may be necessary
to accept some other size and possibly
even a forged bar in order to carry out

essential civilian demands.

accepting deliveries of steel in excess of

solvent-water emulsions and alkalis.

It is imperative, the branch warned,
that every possible cleaning method be
Investigated promptly so that necessary
changes in method can be accomplished
without serious delay in production.

total annual quota.

Wire rope has been omitted from the
schedules of products to which quotas
may be assigned.
★

★

★

WAREHOUSE COPPER
RATING REVOKED
The proposed assignment of a prefer

ence rating of A-9 for replenishment of
stocks by warehouses handling copper
and copper products has been revoked
by the Director of Industry Operations.
Paragraphs (f) and (g) of General
Preference Order M-9-a. which would

have permitted the warehouses to make
use of the rating after February 28, were

deleted effective February 25.

VICTORY ★
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Gold, silver mines denied
blanket ratings; can use A-10
for repairs^ maintenance
Removal of gold and silver mines from

Continuous production assured
by higher ratings for repairs

ZINC POOL RAISED
FOR MARCH
A further Increase in zinc pool require

ments for March was announced March
3 by the Director of Industry Operations.

the coverage of Preference Rating Order
P-56 does not mean that they will be cut

Order M-11-1 requires that producers
set aside 50 percent of their December
1941 production of high-grade and spe

off from priority assistance, it was ex

cial high-grade zinc and 40 percent of all

plained March 4 by Director of Industry
Operations Knowlson.

Mines whose production consists of

other grades.

Oxide pool 20 percent

_

gold and silver to more than 30 percent

Lead-free zinc oxide requirements are

of total dollar volume have been denied
the use of blanket ratings under the or
der, Ml-. Knowlson said, because it is felt
that each such case should be dealt with

set at 20 percent of December production

on its merits in order to conserve scarce

and leaded zinc oxide at 10 percent. No
zinc dust is set aside for the month.
• February requirements were 40 per
cent for all types of zinc and 10 percent

materials.

for zinc oxides.

However, the War Production Board
recognizes that substantial quantities of
lead, zinc, and other metals needed lor
war production are produced as a part
of gold and silver mining operations.
When such production justifies the use
of machinery and materials in gold and
silver mining operations, the mining
companies may apply for priority ratings
on individual PD-IA certificates.
Mines which are no longer entitled to

operate under the provisions of P-56 are
automatically entitled to the use of an

A-10 rating for repair, maintenance and
operating supplies under the terms of the
Repair and Maintenance Order, P-100.
Borderline cases in which there is some

question as to whether the proportion of
gold and silver produced by a mine is
high enough to remove it from the cov
erage of P-58 will be reviewed on appeal.
★

★
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Commercial airline rating

"Defense" motor fire apparatus

given A-2 rating for materials
The War Production Board announced
February 28 the issuance of a revised
form of Preference Rating Order P-45,
which assigns an A-2 rating for material

entering into the production of motorized
fire apparatus to be delivered on defense
orders.

The new order, issued and effective
February 28, requires a statement on
Form PD-82 of materials needed, and
restricts use of the rating to quantities
authorized by the Director of Industry

Operations.
Title of the order has been changed to

Deliveries of materials and equipment

used by commercial airlines in the opera
tion and maintenance of their services

were given on March 6 the higher limited
blanket preference rating of A-l-j by
WPB. Previously, the rating was A-3,
established by P-47, issued September

12, 1941, and the March 6 action by
Director of Industry Operations Knowl
son is the first amendment to that order.
New form available soon

At the same time, Preference Rating
Order P-56-a, which formerly assigned
a single rating to material entering into

on the orders he Is engaged in filling by
a procedure similar to the Production
Requirements Plan.

Quarterlyquotas to be set
Tbe A-3 rating formerly assigned to mate
rials for repair and maintenance of mining
machinery has been withdrawn, and an
A-l-c rating has been assigned to materials
for the repair and maintenance of essential
machinery with specified restrictions, sub

ject to a quarterly quota to be established

for each mining enterprise by tbe Director of

Industry Operations. Certain less essential
mining operations, including sand, gravel,
stone, clay, gypsum, talc, soapstone, and slate
may use the A-l-c rating only In cases of
imminent break-down.

Other provisions of the original P-47
Air carriers and sup

the amendment to each supplier to whom

The A-8 rating assigned to materials for
maintenance and repair not covered by the

A-l-c rating is continued In effect, and an

A-10 rating is assigned to repair, mainte

nance and operating supplies such as office

supplies which are not closely connected with
actual production.

Copies

Suppliers will hereafter be permitted

of the new P-47 forms with the A-l-j

to extend ratings on orders received from
mine operators, and the system of re

the original order was furnished;

rating soon will be available. Mean
while, air carriers and suppliers are re
quested to use the original P-47 and cop
ies of the amendment.
★

★

ports required in connection with both
P-56 and P-56-a has been simplified.
★

★

★

★

A-2 extended for use of

LEAD POOL
The March lead pool was set March 2
at 15 percent of January 1942 produc
tion in Order M-38-f, Issued by the Di
rector of Industry Operations.
While the percentage is unchanged
from last month, the actual amount of
metal set aside for specific shipments Is

larger, since the base period Is changed

Order No. P-108 for

from December 1941 to the more pro

"Fire Protective

Other changes

producer based on the pattern of ratings

•Motorized Fire Apparatus" to distin
guish it from the new Preference Rating
Equipment."

of such essential materials as copper,
iron, coal, etc.

the assignment of rating or ratings to a

is raised to A-l-j

remain in effect.

Higher ratings for repair and mainte
nance of essential mine machinery and
lower ratings or complete elimination of
ratings for nonessential mining purposes
are provided by an amendment of Prefer
ence Rating Order P-56, announced
March 3 by the Director of Industry Op
erations. The higher ratings will assure
continuous production from the mines

the production of mining machinery and
equipment, has been amended to permit

pliers applying the higher preference
rating, however, must furnish a copy of

★

to essential mine machinery

ductive month of January 1942.

Preference Rating Order P-43, which
assigns a rating of A-2 for the use of
specifically approved scientific research
laboratories, has been extended to
August 31, 1942. It was scheduled to
expire on February 28.

Only research laboratories recom
mended by a committee of the National
Academy of Sciences are permitted to
use the rating assigned by this order.

★
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Trouser cuffs, fancy trim and long tails
banned on men's clothes, but it'll mean
^4 more suits and
Simplification of men's and boys' suits
and overcoats made of new, used, or
processed wool was ordered March 3 by
the War Production Board to conserve
wool.

The action was taken to enable cloth

ing manufacturers to make as many gar
ments as possible out of the sharply re
duced amounts of new wool available for
civilian use.

26 percent more suits made possible
The men's and boys' clothing section
of the WPB estimated that the simpli
fications ordered March 3 in M-73-a will
make possible 26 percent more suits and

wiore overcoats
fourths of an inch shorter than the average

coat now being worn.

It is approximately

the same length as men's and boys' coats of
ft few years ago, before coats were lengthened.

Wool patch pockets out
3. Outside patch pockets and Inside patch
pockets of wool cloth in coats are eliminated.

This will afl'ect fewer than 10 percent of
coats now being made.

4, Fancy back coats are out.

Vents, belts,

Nomore cutaways, full dress
Eliminated entirely are the full dress
coat, the cutaway coat, and the double-

breasted tuxedo. The single-breasted
tuxedo suit may still be manufactured,
but it is subject to the same style sim
plifications as other suits.

Two-trguser suits are also eliminated.
That is, the order prohibits a second
pair of trousers for any suit, of the same
or matching material. This one Item
accounts for 16 percent of the total of
26 percent saving made in suits.

List of restrictions
The entire list follows:

eliminated, Vests are permitted with singlebreasted suits, but may not have patch
pockets, collar, or lapels.
2. Coat length is limited as follows:

A. Men's—293^ inches for a size 37 Regu
lar, with other sizes and variations in normal

proportions. This Includes 1/4 of an inch for
adjustment,

which means that the coat

length will be 29V4 inches finished.

B. Boys' (size 14 and under)—24% inches
for a size 14. with other sizes In normal pro
portion. This length also Includes 'A of an
Inch for adjustment.

These lengths are approximately three-

other sizes and variations In normal nroDortion.

b, Boys"—ZIV^ inches in length and 53
Inches in sweep for a size 14, with other sizes
in normal proportion.

Also prohibited in topcoats or overcoats

are the following: inside or outside patch
pockets of wool cloth, any type of cuffs on
sleeves, a belt, pleats, or any type fancy back;
lining cloth containing new wool; a reversible
coat made of wool on more than one side.

In general, double-breasted topcoats and
overcoats. like single-breasted, will be shorter.

Service uniforms not covered

ni6Hr

IN

,

Uniforms for Ai'my. Navy, Marine
Corps, Coast Guard, and U. S. Coast and

The order will go Into effect March 30,

4m£.'

1942, for all clothing manufacturers ex
cept merchant tailors or tailors-to-the-

MO eUFf»

trade, for whom the effective date is May
30. This time lag was felt necessary to

NOCVFH

preserve a reasonably competitive situ

6. Knee and bottom width of trousers is

restricted. A maximum width of 22 inches
at the knee and 18 Vi Inches at the bottom

for a 32-inch waist Regular la permitted,
with variations in normal proportions.
These widths are normal today and vrtll
affect only the wider styles.

0. Inseam measurement of trousers (from
the crotch to the bottom) is regulated. In
a man's suit, the inseam for a pair of
trousers is restricted to 35 Inches for a size
32-lnch waist Regular, with other sizes and

variations in normal proportion. In a boy's

suit, the inseam for a siae 14 is 30'/^ inches,
with other sizes in normal proportions.

ation, since retailers will have substan
tial stocks on hand cut prior to March 30
which will not reflect the changes pro
vided for in the March 3 order.

The War Production Board said that
the order shouldJielp to insure adequate
supplies of satisfactory clothing for 1942
despite the sharp cut in the amounts of
new wool now being made available to
the textile industry for civilian use.

Conservation Bureau cooperated

store as to the clothing manufacturer, be
cause the store In finishing a pair of trousers

The WPB men's and boys' clothing sec
tion said that the wool order makes
available this year for civilian use be
tween 75 and 80 percent of the cloth consimied for civilian suits and overcoats in
1941, which was an abnormal year. Hie
26-percent saving in cloth for suits and
the 10-percent saving in cloth for over
coats, made possible through the March
3 simplification order, are in addition to

may not put on a cxift.

that.

Cuffban applies to retailers too
The inseam length in both groups Is about
three Inches shorter than today but that
does not mean that trousers will be shorter.
Another section in the order eliminates
trouser cuffs, and the three-inch reduction

in Inseam length merely eliminates the yard
age now used in making cuffs.

This section

of the order applies as well to the retail
Retailers are asked

to collect the cloth cut off for use in a
reprocessed wool.

7. A pleated, tucked, or continuous waist

band pair of trousers is prohibited.
8. A trousers belt of wool cloth is pro
hibited. Normal separate type belts are not
affected.

1. A vest for a double-breasted suit Is

2. Double-breasted topcoat and overcoat:

a. Men's—44Vi inches In length and 62
Inches in sweep for a size 37 Regular, with

Geodetic Survey officers, U. S. Military

Despite this large saving in cloth, the

respect, civilian trousers will merely fol
low the trend of military uniforms and
formal dress trousers, which are cuffless.

It
continues the style trend already under way.

and Naval Academy and training school
students, and Maritime Commission em
ployes are not covered by the order.

Wool.

ordered style revisions will not mate
rially change the appearance of a suit or
overcoat from those now being worn.
The only noticeable change in a suit will
be the absence of trouser cuffs. In that

overcoats will be from two to foiir Inches

shorter than at present and less full.

pleats, tucks, bellows, gussets, and yokes are
eliminated. As In the case of patch pockets,
this will affect less than 10 percent of the
men's and boys" coats now being made.

10 percent more overcoats with the same
amount of material than would have

been possible without the changes. The
saving in pounds was estimated at be
tween 40 and 50 million pounds of raw

March 10, 1942

9. Patch pockets for trousers are prohibited.
They now appear In only a small percentage

The Bureau of Industrial Conserva
tion, WPB, cooperated with the WPB

clothing section in preparing the order.
★

★

★

AGAVE ORDER AMENDED

of slacks.

Restrictions on topcoats and overcoats

are mainly as to length and width. They
are as follows:

1. Single-breasted topcoat or overcoat:
a. Men's—43inches In length and 56

Inches in sweep (width at the bottom) for
a size 37 Regular, with other sizes and

variations In normal proportion.
b. Boys'—37
inches m length and 48
Inches in sweep for a size 14, with other

sizes in normal proportion.

In general, single-breasted topcoats and

The War Production Board has
amended order M-84 which restricts the
use of agave fiber, to permit importers
to carry out contracts with dealers en
tered into before February 20. the date
of the original order, and to permit deal
ers to carry out contracts with jobbers
and processors entered into before Feb
ruary 20.

★

March 10, 1942

Textile output sped by higher
ratings on repair parts
Seeking to speed up war work by the
huge textile industry, the War Produc
tion Board March 3 raised from A-10 to

A-8 the preference rating available for
deliveries of materials to producers of
spare parts for maintenance and repair
of textile machinery and equiprrient.

Heavy demand on machinery
The A-10 rating for these parts ex

pired March 1, and under an amendment
to Preference Rating Order P-63 the plan
has been extended xmtil June 30, with
substitution of an A-8 classification.
The textile industry, which engaged in

a vast amount of Army and Navy work,
has been operating on three shifts, with
a consequent heavy demand on available
machinery. It is estimated that the in
dustry's demand for repair parts has
doubled in the last 20 months as a result
of the expanded production.
The WPB, in order to keep this ma

chinery in top running order, has made
it possible for producers to apply a
higher rating to deliveries of materials
for production of maintenance and re
pair parts. Suppliers also will be entitled
to apply the A-8 rating to obtain deliv
eries of necessary parts.
★

★

★

WOOLEN FLOOR COVERING
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Formation of the woolen floor cover

ing Industry advisory committee was
announced March 3 by the Bureau of
Industry Advisory Committees.
William F. C. Ewing, consultant on
floor covering, textile branch, WPB, Is

VICTORY ★

Use of jute from India sharply restricted;
carpet industry most heavily affected
The use of raw and processed Jute
from India was sharply restricted Feb
ruary 28 by the War Production Board.

insulating material to fill defense orders
bearing a preference rating of better

Imported from India

Raw juterestricted for some products

All raw jute and several Jute products
come from India. The linoleum indus

ture of other domestic jute products is

try imports jute cloth as well from In' dia. Imports from Scotland are not af

raw jute than is necessary to fUl his

fected by the order.
Jute is a fiber used in the manufacture

orders and to maintain a "practicable
working inventory" based on his average
monthly deliveries during the preceding

of burlap, twine, carpet yarns, webbing,
electric yarn for cables, caulking, cover
ing for raw cotton, oakum, reinforce
ment of paper, insulating material, and
brattice cloth.

For defense use only
By far the largest use is by the carpet
Industry, and that use is cut most
sharply in the February 28 order.
The order. M-70. which is effective im
mediately. prohibits the use or sale of
any raw jute hereafter arriving in this
country except to fill defense orders.
Imports of jute will be allocated among

processors and importers on the basis of
the amount of jute they received during
1939, 1940, and 1941.
The use of jute already in this coun

try is governed in the order according to
products for which it is to be used. De
fense products ai'e not restricted. Per
centage restrictions are applied on non-

defense products. The order applies
only to March and April. It will be su
perseded or extended before its expira
tion.

Domestic and imported categories

H J Adair, president, Aitloom Corporation.
Philadelphia, Pa.; L. A. Beers, president. Insti
tute of Carpet Manufacturers of America,

Jute products are also grouped in do
mestic and imported Jute categories.
Domestic Jute products are those which
are processed or manufactured in this
country from raw jute. Imported jute
products are those processed in India
and imported into this cotmtry. Carpet

C Hubert Davidson, president, Hlghtstown

yam is an example of a domestic Jute

Government presiding officer.
Members are:

Empire State Building, New York. N. Y,;

Rug Co.. Hlghtstown. N. J.; Herbert E. Doerr,
president, Philadelphia Carpet Co., Phila

delphia, Pa.; Peter P. Hagan. president,
Charles P. Cochrane, Philadelphia. Pa.; S. R.
Halnes, president, Roxbury Carpet Co., Saxonville. Mass,; Luther H. Hodges, president,

product. linoleum cloth is an example
of an imported jute product.
In the domestic jute group, no restric

tion applies to the use of jute in the

Karastan Rug Mills, 295 Fifth Avenue. New

manufacture of the following products

York, N. Y,; M. Karagheusian, president, A.
and M. Karagheusian, Freehold, N. J.; P. B.
Klein, president. Alex.Smith &Sons. Yonkers,
N. Y.; James Q. Law, vice president. Magee
Carpet Co., Bloomsburg. Pa.; Frank Masland,
president, C. H. Masland & Sons, Philadel
phia. Pa.; Boyd Sharp, president, Hardwick
and Magee, Philadelphia. Pa.; Howard LShuttlsworth, president, Mohawk Carpet

that have any defense ratings: fuses,
used in the mining industry: electric
cable or electric appliances; packing ma

Mills. Amsterdam. N, Y.: J. A. Sweetsei-.

president.

Bigelow

Sanford.

Amsterdam,

N. Y,: Harold E. Wadely, president, Firth
Carpet Co., Newburgh, N. Y.

11

terial; letter-mail twine for the U. S.
Post Office Department; bale coverings
for raw cotton; single yarn or scrim for
use in the manufacture of reinforced

paper; oakum or twisted jute packing
rope, which is used in shipbuilding, and

than A-2.

The use of raw jute for the manufac
restricted.

3

months.

No processor may use more

His manufacture of non-

essential Jute products is restricted as
follows:

Twine and rope

(excluding letter-mail

twine)—80 percent In March and 80 percent
in April; carpet yai'ns—50 percent in March
and 40 percent in April; webbir^—70 percent
in March and 60 percent In April; weaving
and

miscellaneous

yarns—75

percent

in

March and 75 percent In April.

All of the above percentages are based
on a processor's average monthly ship
ments of each of the products during
1941.

Cuts based on average tnonthiyuse
In the imported Jute group, no restric
tion is placed on the delivery of brattice
cloth, which is used as a safety curtain in
the mining industry; bale covering for
raw cotton; and scrim for the manufac
ture of reinforced paper furnished under
defense ratings.

The sale, transfer of title to. and de
livery of linoleum burlap, webbing, and

burlap other than of the Hessian cloth
type, is restricted during March to 70

percent and 60 percent during April.
The order also restricts the use and

acquisition of both domestic and im

ported Jute products, as follows:
Carpet yarns—50 percent in March and
40 percent in April; webbing—70 percent tn
March and 60 percent In April; burlap other
than of the Hessian cloth—70 percent in

March and 60 percent In April; weaving and
mlsceUaneous yarns—75 percent in March
and the same in April.

The above percentages are based on

average monthly use of such products in
1941.

★

*

★

Leonard heads jewelry unit
Appointment of F. W. Leonard, buyer
of Montgomery Ward & Co.. Inc., Clii"cago. as head of the silverware and Jew-

ehy unit of the consumers' durable goods
section of OPA was announced March 4

by H. P. Taggart, assistant administrator
of the general products division.

★
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Larger quantities of rayon made
available for hosiery, weaving

VICTORY

★

March 10, 1942

PRIORITY ACTIONS

'From February 23
•Through February 28

Larger quantities of rayon will be made

available to hosiery and weaving Indus
tries under an order

(M-37-c)

Issued
Subject

Order number

a. Ameoded by prohibiting isstslla-

M-76, amend. #1.

2-38-42

Issued by tele
gram (pursuant
to M-81).

2-25-42

5-31-42

2-25-42

UntUrevokad

March 4 by the War Production Board.
The order supersedes M-37-a wliich
required rayon producers to set aside tha
output of 12 percent of their viscose and

cuprammonium spindles and six percent
of their acetate spindles for silk replace

ment and a hardship pool.
Under the new order rayon producers
are required to set aside, beginning April
1, 1942, 17 percent of their viscose and

tlon o( gs% magnesia or other high

when specifically authorised or In

two specified cases.

Canning:
a. Conservation order restricting tbe
use and manufacture ol tin cans:

1. Permission granted menufocturers to

tbat

deliver cans

were

completely

manufactured

or

wbose

component parts were
cut or lithographed on or

before Feb. il, 1942 for
tbe punsose o( canning
beer, coflee, or hams, but
stocks thus canned are
frozen until disposition
ordered by WPB.
a. Further drastic restrictions on use.

Prohibits use (or bleaching in

As a result of the order, the bulk of
hosiery

manufactured

after

April 1 will be of rayon instead of silk
and nylon. Silk has almost passed out
of the market and nylon is fast going out,

silk being no longer available and nylon
being used in the manufacture of para
chute cloth. In Januai-y of this year out

of 3,072,019 dozen pairs of full-fashioned
hosiery manufactured, only 140,577 dozen
pairs were of silk.

treatQienC. Specific ratings as
signed for various uses.
a. Distilleries prohibited From produc
ing spirits for beverages. Pro
duction Is for storage for industrial
purposes or for sale or delivery to

tribution by resirictiag tbe sale

1. To prevent unnecessary eon-

Until revoked.

L-3e.

2-24-42

Until revoked-

2-24-42

Until revoked. Varies.

I/-^3

2-27-42

Until revoked.

Issued' by tele
gram (pursuant
toM-84).

2-23-43

sumption of scarce mate
rials is production of fire
protective equipment.

Sets forth a spccinc pro
duct list in which these

materials may be used-

tective equipment.

1. To prevent imnecessary con
sumption of scarce mate

ing the first half of 1941.

for hardship cases.

pro

ducers to set aside, beginning April 1, 4
percent of the viscose and acetate pro
duction for export to other American re

publics. This percentage is to be ap
plied to the entire output, before defense
requirements have been met.
★

SUPPLEMENT TO PRIORITY

ORDERS AND FORMS

PD-81,81a, 83

torizcd Sre apparatus.
Appendix attached for

reserved for hosiery manufacturers, 1 percent

lor former consumers of yarn-dyed silk, and
the remaining l percent for hardship cases.
Of the acetate set aside, SVj percent will
be for nonyarn dyed eUIe and nylon replace
ment, and the remaining Va of one percent

P-108

rials in production of-mo-

Ol the viscose set aside, 15 percent will be

★

3-24-42

-A.-l-j or higher.

0. Motorized fire apparatus:

★

M-102.

Fire-£gbting apparatus:
a. Fire protective equipment:

basis, based on silk and nylon used dur

rayon

2-20-42

aad delivery of feathers except to
ail defense orders with rating of

fa. Matei'iai for production of fire pro

directs

M-6e, sup. #3.

Lend Lease, liFG or to persons
included in provisions o( M-30.
Feathers (goose and duck):
a. To conserve supply and direct dis

The order provides for the replace

also

378, 191,

Clstilled spirits:

ment by rayon of the silk and nylon
formerly used on a pound-for-pound

order

M-19. as amended. PD-lOO,lOOa, 277,

many specified articles, with the
exception of water and sewage

To replace silk pound for pound

percentage of use of crit

ical materials in specified
articles, subject to pro
visions of orders govern
ing those materinls.
Hemp:

a. Fiber (aeave):
1. Processors notified they
may process 108% for
Februai-y instead of 60%

as mentioned in original

order.

Laundry equipment (domestic):
a. To restrict production:

1. Extends February producv
tlon quotas into tbe first

L-9-b.

half of March.
Motor carriers:

s. Modification of order establishing
February quotas, by allowing
manu/acturers to carry over into

March unused portion of quota.
b. Amendment lifting the rcstrictioDS
OS the sale and delivery of any

Issued by telegram
pursuant to

L-l-a, amend.

3-21-43

*2.

L-l-c, amend. #8..

2-28-48.

"Fire Apparatus," as defined in

the amendznent, provided: A-10,

or higher rating has been assigned
specifically to the apparatus.
Petroleum:

The second of a series of weekly sup
plements to be used with the printed
compilation of priority orders and forma
Issued by the Division of Information and
called Priorities in Force, appears on this
page.

Rating

Chlorine:

Most hosiery to be of rayon

The

Exp. dale

tempeiBture pipe coveting except

cent. These percentages are apphed af
ter defense and export requirements have

women's

Issued

Asbestos;

cuprammonium output. The allocation
of acetate remains unchanged at 6 per

been met.

Belated form

a. Material for operation of refineries
(issued to Standard Oil, N. }.):
1. Purchasers not restricted to

provisions of M-68 series
but they shall use all ma
terials obtained under rat

ing to produce the greatest
practicable supply of pe
troleum with the minimum

expenditure of materials.

F-103a.,
#1.

amend,

2-24-42.

★
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Subjcct

Belated form

Order number

VICTORY

★

Ezp. date

Issued
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Bating

Bulk of U. S. cotton duck output
allocated to armed services

Phunbtng and heating;

•, Grey cast Iron, malleable iron, and

a-25-42.

ti-A2, schedule #2.

A

brass andbronze pipeflttiDgs:

1. Simplification schedule 12
added to
and

covers

the

general preference order

(M-01)

which allocates the bulk of the Nation's

original order

output of cotton duck to the Armed Serv

above

items.

ices and the remainder to essential civil

Researcb:

a. Besearch laboratories supplies asa

equipmeni:

ian needs has been issued by the War
2-28-^2

P-43, ext. II.

1. Extension of order

Production Board.

b. Eiperimental and research work,
materials tor:
1. Extension of order

—.

Robber (chlorinated):

a. To conserve supply and direct dis
tribution by Jreeilng all stoclcs,

P-24, ext.

2-25-12

J-Sl-42

M-46, amend. #1.

3-23-42

Until revoked.

Some for essential civilian needs
The order, issued February 28, stipu
lates that a specific proportion of the

except those used for specified

Nation's cotton-duck capacity, now being

purposes.

Shot^^tj,ipt gajg

menufactureof

12-gag6 guns. Prohibits manu
facturers from usicg machinery
to turn out any other than these

determined, will be set aside to meet the
needs of the civilian economy.
A telegram to cotton-duck manufac

other guns llniited to 60%oift'et-

turers January 15, 1942, limited deliveries

Until revoked.

L-58.

specified guns. Production of
age 1940 monthly production.

of cotton duck to firms filing contracts

Special coDserTatioD order:

carrying ratings of A-l-J or better.

t. Prohibits sale, delivery, or any

otherwise acquisition of any

Hie new order permits deliveries of

property owned by the FoosOas
Engine Co., Springfleld, Ohio,

cotton duck to firms with contracts car

scheduled lot sale at public anct!on2-24-42. puiposelstimefor
WPB to iuTestlgate and deter

rying preference ratings better than A~2.

Deliveries may be made only to persons
holding priority certificates issued by the

mine ifplant can be requisitioned

for war production, intact, or to
allocate the equipment lor spe

Director of Industry Operations or under

cific war contractors.
Steeland iron:

PD-1«,81.

k. To facilitate the acquisition ol ma
terial for the maintenance and

Varies.

1-31-42

repair oltheiron and steelindus
try for production.

must have their own preference certifi
cates, naming the duck mill, and may not

1-8-42..

amend. i

b. Extends rating and assistant to
Canadian producers for their

maintenance and repair.
c. Producers ol Iron and SUel proa

ucts allowed rating to obtwn

2-27-^2.

P-6S, amend. f2

Until revoked.

A-10.

ext.

operating materials. Also extended
1. Orderextended.

b. Cutting material tor production:
I. Extension of order...

E-2-ft

P-l8-e, ext. #2.....

a. Amended by providing that fabrics M-73, amend. #1.

PD-247, 256

2-27-42.

Until revoked

2-28-42.

7-1-42.

For immediate use
All purchasers must attest cotton duck
they order is for immediate use and not
to replace inventory. Ratings which

2-24-42.

conform to the order need no longer be

used in manufacture of officers
uniforms be classed as fabrics
used In defense orders and also
clarifies restrictions on wool proc

submitted to the War Production Board

for review as required by the telegram of
January 30, but all other ratings are still

essing apply only to actual own
ers of wool.

b. Curtailing the use of wool:
1. Extended and amended by

get cotton duck on the strength of cer

tificates Issued to persons they supply.

officesupplies and other similar

''fc^utting tools to direct distilbuUon:

his authority by the Array and Navy.
Jobbers and processors of cotton duck

2-26-42.

M-73, as amend.

subject to review.

6-5-42.

:efl.4-542)

further restricting the use

of military-quality wool
for the second 13weeks of

"Enameling duck," which is used in the
manufacture of aprons, white uniforms,
white duck trousers, etc., is not restricted

of 1942.

by the order.
PBIORITY REQULATIONS

Widths narrower than 15

inches or wider than 87 inches or rem

nants less than 10 yards long are also

Reg. #1 (as amended] Int.
*1.

Issued

Subject

No.

Beg. fs, amend. #1—•

Clarification of inventory provisionswith respect to woodpulp

2-20-42

Postpones mandatory dateofuseofPD-3a,PD-la to Mar. 18, addsSelective
ServiceSystemto agencies beingIssuedPI>-3a, prevents ertensjon of emereencyratingswhereno emergency eiists,and subjects PD-3bpreference rat
ingsto anylurther provisions as maybe prescribed by Armyand Navy Mu

2-25-42

nitions Board or WPB.

INTERPRETATION

Interpretation ct llmiletion and Conservation orders, with rcspect to production quotas Issued
by WPB, pursuant to those orders

-

-

-

RATING RAISED ON TRUCK PARTS—PAGE 32

not restricted.

Many products affected
The order continues the modification,
Issued February 19 by telegrams to man

ufacturers, which permitted deliveries
until March 31, of orders on hand Januai-y 15. The order states, however, that
such deliveries must not interfere with
deliveries of orders under high prefer
ence ratings.

The order lists more than 75 cotton-

duck products, most of them essential to
the civilian economy. When quantities
of duck needed for these products have
been determined, a proportion of the Na
tion's looms will be set aside to meet
them.

★
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Use of crtade rubber, latex extended
by WPB to several groups of products
but cut for other specific items

March 10, 1942

Manufacture and sale of gas
masks banned unless on

order by Federal agency
Manufacture or sale of gas masks and

"Hie War Production Board has added
several groups of products to its lists of

permitted uses of crude rubber and latex,
but at the same time ordered general

der; and electricians' gloves, 200 percent
against 100 percent.
Among reductions are fire and- mill

ber and latex which ai'e permitted to be

hose—from 180 percent to 40 percent;
suction and welding hose—from 140 per
cent to 100 percent: and conveyor belts—

consumed in specific articles.

from 140 percent to 125 percent.

Four new lists substituted

which permission to use crude rubber
must be secured—is thread for indus

reductions in the amounts of both rub

An addition to Ljsf'B"—products for

Amendment No. 5 to Supplementary
Ordsr M-15-b, announced March 3 by
Director of Industry Operations James
S. Knowlson, substitutes four new lists
of permitted products and uses, effective
March 1.

trial shoes, sanitary belts, and surgical
supports. Corsets, brassieres, and foun
dation garments are still excluded from
the crude rubber and latex lists.

Summary of general uses

antigas devices for protection against
enemy attack was banned March 3 by the
War Production Board, unless the masks

and devices are actually on order by
agencies of the Government, including
the Office of Civilian Defense, and are
built to Army Chemical Warfare Service
specifications.

To halt sales of unapproved masks
Limitation Order L-57, issued after

consultation with the Chemical Warfare
Service and the OCD, is designed to halt
a fast-growing sale of unapproved gas
masks to the civilian population, and to

The original order set forth two lists

Also on List "B" are rubber fabrics for

of products for which rubber and latex

police and fire clothing, formerly on
List ' A" of the original order at a 60-

possible.

percent rate, and "camelback" for re
treading purposes.

or sale of any laminated cloth, laminated
glass or plastic lenses, metal buckles or

could be used only up to certain per
centages of the average monthly con
sumption during the 12 months ended

March 31,1941, except to fill strictly war
orders.

Two additional lists enumerated prod
ucts for which manufacturers desiring to
use crude rubber or latex were required
to secure the specific permission of the
WPB.

The new List "A"—that listing products
for which crude rubber may be used to cer
tain percentages—now contains 31 groups,
compared with an original list of 19. List
"B"—products for which manufacturers must

have specific permission—now includes 10
groups, compared with 5.
Lists "C" and "D"—products for which latex

Is used—now total 8 groupings, compared

with 6 in the original order issued January
23. 1942.

Total consumptioa to be smaller
Despite the addition of several articles,
and the shifting of some into groups for
which a higher rate of consumption is
permitted, total rubber consumption un
der the new lists is expected to be some-

v/hat smaller than under the original
order, according to the WPB rubber
branch.

Most of the additions included on the

new lists were allowed during February
on special appeal from manufacturers,

An over-all summary of the general
purposes for which rubber may be con
sumed, shewn In the new List "A," and
the percentages of the base rate, follow:
Concentrator belts, elevator belts, and re

effect the most complete standardization

The order also prohibits the delivery

buttons, primary or activated chai-coal,
rubber, synthetic rubber, webbing, or
duck for use in unapproved masks.

Masks manufactured for fire-fighting,

pair material, 125 percent; cJeats and buclcet

mining, industrial, scientific, and similar

pads, and nonautomotlve V-belts, 100 per

nonmilitary purposes are not affected by
the order, provided they are advertised
and sold for such purposes.
Producers who have manufactured or
sold any unapproved gas masks or de
vices since January 1, 1941, or who had
In their possession or under their control
more than 10 such maisks or devices on
the effective date of the order are re
quired to report to the WPB on form PD-

cent; fiat transmission belts, 80 percent; acid,
chemical, sand blast, and high-pressure hose,
125 percent: industrial vacuum, steam, suc

tion, and welding hose. 100 percent; brewers,

gasoline, and sanitary hose, 8 percent; Are
and mUl hose. 40 percent; rubber-lined tanks,

140 percent; rubber buckets, palls, and pumps,
100 percent; storage battery parts, respirators,
and cable splicing compounds. 125 percent;
chute lining, and oil-well specialties. ICQ
percent; airplane de-icers, 100 percent; offset
and newspaper blankets, 80 percent; box die,

engravers' type, and stamp gum, 40 percent;
pasteurizer couplings, and milk bottle flUer

rubbers, 140 percent; abrasive wheels, 160
percent; switchboard mats, 25 percent; auto
motive parts, 75 percent; surgical, medical
supplies, and acoustic aids, 100 percent; water

bottles, 75 percent; hospital sheetings, ice

bags, 50 percent, and cements for shoe repair,
60 percent.
★

★

★

Limits on pipe covering
relaxed for ships
Ships will be permitted to use high-

328.

Formula is confidential
The formula used to manufacture the
Chemical Warfare approved mask is
confidential, and cannot be distributed

through the industry, nor could private
manufacturers obtain the requisite
amounts of activated charcoal which is a
The
Government controls the principal sup
prime essential of the formula.

ply for military needs.

and all of the newly permitted articles

temperature pipe covering under con

are considered necessary to keep essen

ditions heretofore forbidden, according

Diversion of facilities or materials for

tial industries operating.

to the terms of an amendment issued

private manufacture and sale would only
act to hinder a projected production pro
gram for civilian use, to be undertaken
by the Chemical Warfare Service and the

Amoog products affected
Examples of increases in permitted con

sumption rates are rubber-lined tanks,
pipes, and fittings, which may now use
rubber at a rate of 140 percent, compared
with 100 percent under the previous or

February 28 by the Director of Industry
Operations to the asbestos order,
M 79, effective the same day.
The amendment permits the use of
85 percent magnesia and other types on
ship installations where temperatures
under 200° F. occui'.

OCD. Any hardship caused the Indus
try will be counteracted by subcontract
ing the approved masks as widely as
possible.

★

March 10, 1942

WPB asks return of empty freon
cylinders to manufacturers;
no new ones obtainable
The refrigeration and air-conditioning
branch of the War Production Board
March 3 asked all stores, restaurants,

factories, theaters, studios, laboratories
and film exchanges to ship back all
empty freon cylinders to their manufac
turers so that they may be refilled
and used again for air-conditioning.
Freon gas is used in commercial airconditioning.

No new cylinders obtainable
The cylinders are made out of pressed
steel, a critical material, and unless
empty cylinders now on hand are re
turned to the manufacturers by March

10, only two-thirds of the scheduled
production of freon gas for March can
be packaged. No new cylinders are
obtainable and the manufacturers of

freon must depend on cylinders already
made to pack their entire supply.
★

★
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TEAK RESERVED FOR WAR;

Fundamental restrictions on

NEEDED FOR NAVY DECKING

petroleum marketing materials
not to be changed, Timmis says

Issuance of General Preference Order

M-83, designed to conserve the supply
of teak for the armed forces, was an

nounced March 5 by Director of Industry
Operations Knowlson.
The order, effective immediatdy, lim
its the use of teak to ship decking for the
Navy and to other military uses. Proc
essing of teak, except for Army and Navy
orders, or where it Is to be incorporated
into finished products for delivery to the
armed forces, is barred by terms of the
order.

This country is completely dependent
on foreign sources for supplies of teak.
Burma has been the principal country
of supply, while small quantities are nor
mally imported from Thailand, Java,
India, and the Dutch East Indies.
★

★

★

sales extended to March 23
granted additional time for reporting
sales, previously required within 30 days
after Price Schedule No. 88 (Petroleum
and Petrolexmi Products) became effec

Firms engaged in examining or In
specting industrial installations for the
purpose of discovering faults or defects
are authorized to use an A-10 preference
rating to obtain operating supplies by
Amendment No. I to Preference Rating
Order P-100. The amendment was issued

February 28 by the Director of Industry
Operations,
The functions of companies engaged

in the inspection of boilers and other
plant equipment is closely related to
maintenance and repair, and the amend
ment gives such firms the benefit of the
same priority rating which might be used
by the companies for which they per
form inspections. Their chief need is for
certain small precision tools used in such
work.
★

★

*

D. Edwin Gamble joins
ordnance branch
D. Edwin Gamble, of Chicago, vice

president and general manager of the
Borg and Beck Division of the BorgWarner Corporation has joined the staff
of the ordnance branch, it was announced

March 3 by William H. Harrison, direc
tor of the Production Division of the
WPB.

fundamental

tive on February 2, OPA Administrator
Henderson announced.

The reporting date is extended until
March 23.
★

★

restrictions

of

the

Statement answers rumors
Mr. Timmis issued the statement in

answer to rumors concerning a proposed
new order. He stressed that the restric
tions of Order M-68-C apply to all mar

keters of liquified petroleum gases; all
manufacturers of utilization equipment,

such as tanks, cylinders, pressure regula
tors. and control equipment and ac

cessories; and specifically prohibit new
installations of such equipment on

Reporting date on petroleum
Sellers of petroleum March 5 were

rated A-10 for supplies

the

order, W. W. Timmis, chief of WPB
plumbing branch, said on February 28.

consumers' premises.

★

Industrial inspection firms

Any revisions of Order M-68-C re
lating to conservation of marketing ma
terials for the oil industry will not change

★

Cutting tool makers must begin
to use new priority plan July 1
Manufacturers of cutting tools have
been warned by the Director of Industry
Operations that beginning July 1 at the
latest they must use the Production
Requirements Plan to obtain priority
assistance.

★

*

★

Jewel bearings subject
to further restrictions
Further restrictions on the use of jewel

bearings were ajinounced March 2 by
the Director of Industry Operations.

Order M-50 has been amended to pro

hibit the use of large ring Jewel bearings

or V jewel bearings except on orders with
a rating of A-9 or higher. The original
order, effective March 1, limited deliv
eries by suppliers but did not cover usage.
Two other changes are made; large

ring jewel bearings are redefined for size
to include smaller ones than originally
covered by the order, and an exception
is made so that the restrictions of the
order do not apply to any Jewel bearing
which by January 15, 1942, had been
physically incorporated In a device where
it was subject to friction.

Preference Rating Order P-18-a, un

der which specified manufacturers of
cutting tools have been entitled to use
a preference rating of A-l-a on their

★

★

★

PETROLEUM ORDER EXTENDED

orders for materials entering into their

production of defense products, has been
extended to July 1, 1942, but will be

allowed to expire on that date.

It was

scheduled to expire on February 28.
AH manxifacturers who have been op

erating under P-18-a are advised to sub
mit applications under the Production
Requirements Plan, and PD-25A appli
cation forms are being sent to them so
that they will have an opportunity to
familiarize themselves with the new
procedure.

Preference Rating Order P-98, which
extends priority assistance for the pro
duction. refining, transportation, and
marketing of petroleum and petroleum

products, has been extended to March 15
by the Director of Industry Operations.
It was scheduled to expire February 28.
A revision of the order is in prepara

tion, and will be announced in the near
future. In the meantime, the existing
order is continued in effect, as amended
February 20.

★
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Firearms frozen temporarily
to conserve weapons needed

fied

manufacturer shall "sell, lease, trade,
lend, deliver, ship, or otherwise dispose
of any new pistol, rifle, or shotgun using
an explosive cartridge to propel a metal
bullet or metal shot."
was

effective

at

once.

Dealers are prohibited from selling or
making any delivery of the list items,
except a. expressly permitted by the
order.

those provisions of

Order

M-Bl

which

ment use only to agencies or officers of
Federal, State, and local governments,
sales to allied governments, and LendLease.

Must file inventory
The order provides that any pistol,

rifle, or shotgun actually in transit at
the time of issuance of the order may
be delivered to its immediate destina

Orders

or

contracts

bearing

a

preference rating of A-l-i or higher,
which have already been received, may
be filled. The order does not apply to

any sales or deliveries to or by the De
fense Supplies Corporation.
All dealers, jobbers, wholesalers, and
distributors having in their possession
new pistols, rifles, or shotguns or any
kind are required by the order to file
a complete inventory of such items (stat
ing make and model) within 45 days.

Those not needed to be released
The order does not apply to second

Operating supplies for chemical
industry redefined

Conservation

restrict

sizes

for

primary- and secondary-products cans
made of tin plate or terne plate.
A telegraphic amendment of the order
sent to the Industry March 4 by Industry
Operations Director Knowlson, permits
manufacturers to deliver this year cans
of any size for primary and secondary
products which were completely manu

Operating supplies to which a prefer
ence rating may be applied under the

terms of Preference Rating Order P-89,
covering maintenance, repair, and op
erating supplies for the chemical In

dustry,

have

amendment

been
to

redefined

the

order

by

an

announced

March 3 by the Director of

Industry

Operations.

Ratings under P-89 may be applied

factured, or whose parts were completely

only by firms which are. given specific

cut, on February 11.

than those specified in the order which

authorization with a serial number. Up
to the present time no company has re
ceived permission to operate under the
terms of the order because applications

were in their possession on February 11.

so far received indicate that the order

Use of these cans is expected to re
lease considerable storage facilities. Use

its coverage.

of tin plate will not be increased, since
there is at present no quantity limita

Various items excluded

Canners are permitted to buy and use

Exceptions include sales for Govern

tion.

March 10, 1942

The War Production Board has modi

The War Production Board issued on

order

★

CAN SIZE ORDER MODIFIED

February 27, a limitation order (Ij-60)
providing that no person other than a

The

VICTORY

such cans, and also cans of sizes other

tion upon primary-products cans, and
the cans used for secondary-products
pursuant to the telegraphic amendment
will be charged to the canners' quotas.
★

★

★

Six from industry named
to iron, steel branch
Appointment of six men from the steel
industry to key positions in the iron and
steel branch, WPB, was announced
March 3 by C. E, Adams, branch chief.
W. F. Vosmer, Cleveland, Ohio, has
been appointed head of the hot-rolled

as originally issued was too broad in

As defined in the amended order, op
erating supplies means any material
which is essential to the operation o£

the producer's plant Including, but not
limited to, lubricants, fuels, catalysts,
and small perishable tools. Specifically
excluded are materials physically or
chemically incorporated into the pro
ducer's products, and material other
than catalysts which entei's into the
chemical reaction necessary to the man
ufacture of the producer's products.

Washes, solvents, extractions, etc., are
also excluded.

It is expected that serial numbers will
soon be Issued under the amended order

to enable companies engaged in the pro
duction of war chemicals to take ad

hand weapons.
This freeze of all weapons is a tem

iron and steel branch.

Mr. Vosmer has

The order has also been amended to

porary expedient.

been sales manager of the carbon bar

permit Its use by Canadian firms when

Immediate steps will

be taken to determine exactly what
weapons can be used for the Army, civil

ian defense, plant protection, police
work, and other governmental require
ments; such weapons will then be made

available to them. Weapons not re
quired by these agencies or purposes will

carbon bar and semifinished unit of the

division of the Republic Steel Corporation

specifically

since 1930.

with recently announced policy of the

Ralph J. Stayman, Pittsburgh, Pa., has
been appointed head of the distressed

War Production Board.

stock unit.

materials

Camegie-Ulinois
★

★

*

The War Production Board March 5

twine that

manufacturers . of

during

March

and

binder

April

binder twine made of agave fiber may be

delivered to and used by persons having

Steel

division

of

Corporation

the

at

Orrin H. Baker, Chicago, HI., has been
appointed head of the rail unit.
Three men have been appointed as

sistants to the head of the plate and
shape unit.

★

conformity

★

Rated leather for defense

orders only, users warned
turers and other users of leather that
the entire amount of tanned leather ob

tained by them through a preference rat

who has been witb the Great Lakes Steel Cor

poration; A. S. HoS, Chicago, 111., wbo was

a part of the leather for defense orders

They are: A, L. Meyer, Wynnewood, Pa.,
with tbe Inland Steel Co., and R. A. Marble,

Pittsburgh. Pa., of the Carnegle-Illinols Steel

Corporation, Pittsburgh.

defense orders.

have been active in plate and shape sales In
the companies with which they have been

The twine Is needed in

The leather and shoe section of the

WPB on March 5 warned shoe manufac

ing certificate must be used for defense
orders. It is not permissible to use only

contracts for delivery of sand bags on
sewing up sand bags.

★

in

Pittsburgh.

Binder twine of agave fiber may
be delivered to sew sand bags
telegraphed

authorized,

Mr. Stayman has been a

special representative of the bar and
semifinished

be released from the limitations.

vantage of its provisions.

associated.

All of these men

and then devote the remainder to non-

defense orders.

Any such use of any

leather obtained will be a

priorities regulations.

violation of

★
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MATERIALS ...
New plants to boost output of manganese,
vita! steel alloy, from 40,000 to 600,000
tons a year; stocks sufficient for present
A vast manganese production program
from low-grade domestic ores was an

nounced March 5 by William L. Batt,
Director of Materials.

Much of steel plates for ships
to come from mills which
made sheets for auto bodies

More than a million tons of ore a year

will be treated at a Government-built

Much of the steel plates for the Na
tion's merchant ships henceforth will
come from mills that last year wereturn

plant to be erected in the area. Ore for ing outsheet steel for automobile bodies.
the operations will be purchased from C. E. Adams, chief of the WPB iron and

Seven small projects and three large

ones have been recommended for Fed
eral financing to produce this vital steel
alloy. Mr. Batt said.

The importance of manganese is
readily apparent in the fact that an

average of 14 pounds of it are essential
in the production of a long ton of steel.

steel branch, announced March 2.
The plan for the use of plates from
In the South Dakota area, 16 percent
manganese concentratewill be extracted converted strip mills was worked out by
from 1 and 2 percent manganiferous representatives of the branch and of
shales. Ore dressing followed by a blast the Maritime Commission and will go
furnace smelting process will be used into eSect immediately. It is expected
to speed greatly shipments of steel for
to extract the metal from some 5 mil
private producers.

The new plants, plus those already

in operation, should produce well ovei'
600,000 tons a year in high-grade man

ganese concentrates, as compared with
30,000 tons domestically produced in
1939 and 40,000 tons In 1940.

U. S. manganese ores are low grade

lion tons of clay annually.

Seven smaller plants to be built
At the Nevada mill, a sulphurous acid

method wiU be usedon 20 percentoresto

the "Liberty Ship" fleet andto helpsolve
one of the most perplexing materials

problems, that of abnormal demand for
plates.

produce 60 percent concentrates. The
plant will handle 300,000 tons of ore

Each mill to specialize onone size

annually.

were grouped together in a new biU of
materials. Specific items will be ob

,

In addition to these three large proj

Under the plan, items of similar size

ects, seven small ore dressing plants are tained from strip mills with facilities
to be built in Arkansas. Montana, Utah, suitable for the production of the sizes
Nevada, Georgia, and Tennessee to treat
ganese because deposits in this country production from small mines. These Involved. Thus any one mill will deliver
plates of a specific size to a number of
are low grade and present difficult engi
plants will treat from 150 to 500 tons
neering and technical problems in their per day of crude ore and will produce shipyards.
High speed strip mills were built to
recovery. This had made them far more higli grade manganese concentrates and
costly than high-grade deposits in Africa, an appreciable amount of manganiferous take care of large orders of one size,
automobile body steel being the out
India, and Russia, from which the bulk iron ore.
standing
example. Thenew plan,which,
of United States supplies have come.
Other manganese deposits are being
Intensive studies and experiments examined and tested by the Bureau of in effect, applies assembly line methods
to the shipbuilding program, enables the
cai-ried on during the past year by the Mines, Mr. Batt said, and domestic pro
Maritime Commission to take advantage
United States Bureau of Mines and Geo
duction can be stepped up rapidly to a
logical Survey and by private groups million tons a year if it becomes of this facility.
Heretofore, only about 10 percent of
have developed methods that will pro
necessary.
the steel plate required for the Liberty
duce high-grade manganese concen
Program is one of "insurance
Ships (EC-2 vessels, officially) has come
trates from lO-to-12-percent ores. Re
Meantime, the United States has a from strip mills. Under the new pro
sults of the various tests have been eval
uated by the Advisory Committee of the sizeable manganese stock pile, which, gram, 80 or perhaps 90 percent wiU be
National Academy of Sciences and sev
with domestic production and imports strip mill plate.
eral have been recommended to the from Cuba, will enable steel production System applies to 770 ships
WPB for development.
to go forward without interruption until
The new combined bill of materials
the new manganese mills are completed.
Three big projecU to produce Vi of total Some
and
the ordering program will govern
of these will take only a few
These will be applied on the thfee months and others more than a year, on approximately 770 new ships for
which no material has. as yet, been or
large projects that will produce more but all are expected to get into produc

The United States never has been
more than a negligible producer of man

than two-thirds of the expanded do

mestic output—in the Cuyuna Range of
Minnesota, the Missouri River area in

South Dakota, and in the vicinity of
Boulder Dam in Nevada.

The Cuyuna Range, largest of the
three projects, has presented the most
difficult extraction problem.
The
method finaUy adopted is a sulphuric
and sulphurous acid leach.

tion in 1943.

The manganese program, Mr. Batt

pointed out, is one of insurance rather
than Immediate and pressing necessity.

dered or scheduled.

Tonnage for the Maritime Commis
sion is the largest item for steel plates
in the entire war program and the Lib

erty Shipschedule represents more than
half the Commission's requirements.
The working out of this arrangement
ing received from abroad and consider
U expected to ease a part of the burden
able quantities are coming from South on
sheared plate mills.

In addition to the reserve supply now

in this country, shipments still are be
America.

18
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All new trucks, truck-tractors, trailers

availablesupplywas not exhausted under

RATIONING...
J

to be rationed; value to war program

classes 1, 2, and 3.

will determine release in five classes of use

An important feature of the program
Is that a preference rating, whether
granted beforeJanuary 1. beforeMarch 1

A rationing program for all types of
new trucks, truck-tractors, and trailers
was announced March 1 by J. S. Knowlson, Director of Industry Operations.

Gradual release of "froien" stocks
The plan, effective March 9, will be ad
ministered jointly by the War Production
Board and the Office of Defense Trans
portation. It is set forth in General
Conservation Order M-100.

Since the start of the year, sales and
deliveries of new trucks and trailers have
been prohibited by the so-called "freeze"
orders, which have been extended until

March 8. Rationing will permit gradual
release of "frozen" stocksand make these
vehicles available to Government and
essential civilian users.

Application forms and necessary in
structions to applicants will be made
available at all truck and trailer sales
agencies. These forms will furnish data
upon which WPB. in consultation with
ODT, wir determine if an applicant is
entitled to purchase a restricted vehicle.
The Office of Price Administration has

been given authority to ration passenger

Need certificate to getveiiicle

approval by a "Local Allocation" officer,
the application will besent to ODT head

or after the rationing plan becomes

effective, will not enable the holder to

If approved

obtain a truck or trailer. The only

there, It will be forwarded to WPB for
review and action. WPB approval, in
the form of a "Certificate of Transfer"

be to obtain a certificate under the

quarters In Washington.

way to secure a commercial vehicle will
rationing plan.

Issued by theDirector ofIndustry Opera
tions. will enable the applicant to purdesires from any dealer in the country
who has such a vehicle In stock.

The ODT Is authorized to establish

Appeal Boards to review rejected appli

★

*

cshase the type of truck or trailer he

★

Trucks released to transport
petroleum products^ freeing
tank cars for long hauls

cations.

Five classes according touse
Under the program, five "Usage Clas
sifications" are established. These, sub

Acting on the recommendation of the

Office of Defense Transportation, the
WPB has authorized release of tank
vehicles, including bodies, trailers, and

ject to revision, show the order in which
trucks and trailers will be released for

chassis, to be used in the transportation
of petroleum products, which were

sale, according to their place in the war

frozen in the hands of manufacturers by

program.

the terms of Limitation Order L-l-c.
To avoid tie-ap of tank cars
The freeing of railroad tank cars for
essential long-haul use by the employ

The classes are:

forces In
the field, police, flie-flghtlngmilitary
and other
pub
lic health services; mail, telegraph. telepLne

and organized radio communication services
and water supply, sewage and garbage dis

posal and other sanitation services

2. Vehicles used on fixed miiitary and

naval posts; transportation of aU materials

mentof trucks is illustrated dramatically
In the case of short hauls madefrom one
refinery on the Eastern Seaboard.

tioning of commercial vehicles.

and equipment directly connected with the
war effort, including farm and forest prod
ucts; construction, maintenance and suppiv

Deliveries to a shipbuilding yard one
mile away tied up tank cars for 4 days.

,War agencies exempt from routine
Preliminary estimates indicate that ap

and air transportation facilities; transporta
tion of materials for construction of defense
housing projects; transportation of materials

replace 15 tank cars. On a 14-mile haul,

proximately 196.000 trucks and truck

maintenance of public
utUlties In addition to those classed under
No. 1. and transportation of persons engaeed

automobiles, but will not handle the ra

trailers will be available for rationing
during the next 22 months.

Vehicles required by the Army and
Navy, the Marine Corps, Maritime Com
mission, Lend-Lease. and certain other
designated war operations will be re
leased under a general "Governmental
Exemption Permit," which will enable
war-agencies to make purchases without

adhering to the routine outlinedfor nonwar users.

Application procedure
Persons outside the exempted cate
gories must send their purchase appli
cations to one of the "Local Allocation"
offices of ODT, which also serve as field
offices of the Bureau of Motor Carriers of
Interstate Commerce Commission. On

of essential rail, highway, water, pipeline

Industry directly connected

with the war effort.

On this run, one 4,000-gallon truck will

eight 5,000-gallon trailers will replace 70
tank cars In a 7-day turn around. On
another run, five 6,000-gallon tank trucks
will replace 50 tank cars.

used to transport ice and fuel

for heating and power to the ultimate con
sumer; farm and forest products indlrectlv
connected with the war progi-am; essential

roofing, plumbing, heating, electrical, build
ing and vehicle repair services; waste and

★

★

★

WAR AGENCIES CAN GET

scrap materials; persons in business and in

dustry indirectly connected with the war
program, and in the services of public and
private schools.

4. Vehicles used to transport persons or
pods not connected with tlie war program
including nJl forms of retaU delivery except
of Ice and fuel.
6. Vehicles used for nonessentlal functions.
With a limited supply of trucks and

trailers. WPB offers no encoxu-agement
to persons who can qualify only under
classes 4 and 5. These two classes were
established so that there would be a
"preference" guide In the event that the

REFRIGERATORS
The War Production Board has
amended the refrigerator order L-5-b,
which freezes and restricts sales of do
mestic mechanical refrigerators, to per
mit the Army. Navy, and Maritime Com
mission to obtain new refrigerators
without first getting specific permission

from the WPB. Under the amendment,
reports of such sales must be filed with
the War Production Board not later than
the lOtb of each month.

★
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Exhaustive study of world's sugar supply
in all but Axis countries nears completion
The sugar section of WPB, in coopeiation with other Government agencies, is

dian Ocean with a crop last year of 75,000 tons, to Brazil with an annual pro

concluding, under the supervision of A.
E. Bowman, chief of the section, an
exhaustive study of the world's sugar

tion the extreme among countries not

supply.

Experts assist
Experts from various Government
agencies were asked by Mr. Bowman to
assist in the survey. The agencies in
clude three divisions of the Department
of Agriculture (Foreign Agricultural Re
lations, Sugar Division of the AAA, and
Surplus Marketing Administration), the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com
merce of the Department of Commerce,
the Tariff Commission, and the WPB

duction jf over 1,000.000 tons—to men

generally known for their sugar-pro
ducing abilities. Cuba, of course, tops
them all. with an annual production of
4,000,000 tons.

Scope of study

All deliveries of typewriters,

new and used, are stopped,
pending ration program
Chairman Donald M. Nelson of the
War Production Board has delegated
to the Office of Price Administration the
authority to ration at both wholesale
and retail levels the sale, transfer, or
other disposition of used typewriters and
limited quantities of new typewriters.
Deliveries of new and used typewriters,
with certain exemptions, were "frozen"

"One purpose of the study," said Mr. Bow

by WPB as of last week under General

man. "is to ascertain all the available sup

Limitation Order L-54, pending Issuance

plies of sugar, to see what we can expect M
do about supplying our Allies under Lend-

lease and also to determine what economies

may be made In shipping space In the move
ment of such sugar, and what should be
done Internally in the United States In con

nection with the current sugar situation.

We want to And out how much exportable

surplus of sugar exists in any country, if
any: where It went to normally, and whether

Statistics Division.

It could be diverted to assist in the defense
efforts of ourselves and our Allies.
"It is the Government's desire to elimi

Caba tops them all
Every sugar-producing country in the

nate. as much as possible, crosshauls In the
shipping lanes of the world, to conserve cargo
space, and to minimize transit time In ship

world outside of the Axis powers and
those dominated by the Axis are included
in the survey. Sugar is produced in al
most every country in the world, rang

available for the movement of arms and

ping. In this way we can make more ships
munitions."

The sugar study was brought about by
the sugar shortage now existing in this

ing all the way from Reunion in the In

country.

Excessive sugar buying may

Production of medium trucks

hurt rationing, industries told

banned after February quotas

A. E. Bowman, chief of the sugar sec

19
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The War Production Board March 4

of rationing plans by OPA.

In Supplementary Directive ID, Mr.
Nelson gave OPA authority to ration
all types of used typewriters, and to ra
tion the number of new typewriters that
may be allocated for rationing from time
to time by J. S. KnowJson. Director of
Industry Operations of WPB.

The Directive provided two specific
exemptions from rationing of new type
writers by OPA:

1. Any United States Government agency.
2, Any Government agency or any person
acquiring typewriters solely for export to for
eign countries.

It Is expected that WPB win ration
new typewriters to these agencies under
plans which it is now formulating.
A large element In the decision to ra

tion typewriters was the fact that the
industry is being converted to manufac
ture of weapons.

Details of OPA's rationing program
were to be announced shortly.

tion of the WPB. sent telegrams March
5 to all trade associations representing
Industrial users of sugar, requesting them
to warn their members that the sugar
rationing plan will be hampered If ex

prohibited further construction of me
dium trucks, after completion of Febru
ary quotas, in order to save large quan
rubber and steel.

California firm authorized

cessive purchases by some small indus

Production quotas established for me
dium trucks for March have been can

toproduce 14heavy-duty trucks

trial users are not stopped.

Mr. Bowman pointed out that exces

sive sales of sugar by receivers to some
customers violate the clause In the sugar

order (M-55) which requires receivers to
distribute their sugar equitably.
*

*

*

Canners must certify they will

begin to use sugar in 45 days
Sugar refiners, importers and distrib
utors have been ordered by the War
Production Board to deliver sugar to can

ners only upon certification that they will
begin using the sugar in their canning

★

*

★

tities of critical materials, particularly

celled, and the only kind of trucks for
which continued production will be per
mitted are those having a gross vehicle

weight of 16,000 pounds or more. These
trucks are commonly known as trucks
having a capacity of three tons or more.
Manufacturers were ordered by WPB
to make no further trucks of any sizes
unless they can be produced from semifabricated or fabricated materials which
were on hand February 28. Further fab
rication of material is prohibited.
The order. Amendment No. 4 to Limi
tation Order L-l-A, retains the prohibi
tion against equipping trucks to be pro
duced under it with tires. Under previ
ous orders, tires may be placed on these

operations within 45 days of the date of

vehicles only to enable their delivery to
dealers, after which the tires must be re

delivery,.

turned to the manufacturer.

The Knuckey Truck Co., San Fran

cisco, Calif., has been granted permission

by the War Production Board to produce
14 heavy-duty trucks for use on a de
fense project at the Castle-Dome Copper
Co., Miami, Ariz,

The company was not among those for
which production quotas were originally
established for February under amend
ments to Supplementary General Limi
tation Order L-l-a.

Under previous authority of WPB.
truck manufacturers have been permitted
to carry unfinished portions of February

production quotas into March and to
equip these vehicles with necessary tires.
The Knuckey Co. will be given the same

privilege under the terms of the special
telegraphic order affecting it.

20
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PRICE ADMINISTRATION . ..
20 areas given 60 days to reduce rents;
OPA will "strike hard" throughout U. S.
to stop profiteering against war workers
Price Administrator Henderson an
nounced on March 3 his first official

action to bring down Inflated rents In
defense areas under the new Price
Control Act.

Twenty groups of communities in 13
States were designated as "defenserental areas" and put on formal notice
that they had 60 days in which to restore
rents to proper levels. Failure to do
this will mean that the Administrator

will move to set Federal rent ceilings
under the new law.

At the same time, Mr. Henderson an
nounced that he will strike "hard and
rapidly to correct the rent situation"

In many
than 100
fected by
for rent

more areas, before long. More
areas, in addition to those af
the March 3 action, are In line
regulation, the Administrator

disclosed.

Aprii 1 level chosen ia most cases
In most of the March 3 cases, the
Administrator made a "recommenda
tion" that rents be cut back to where
they were on April 1, 1941. In other
areas. Mr. Henderson used July 1 or
January 1. 1941, as a proper level to
which rents should be reduced. Rentals
of housing accommodations that have
been constructed since the "maximum
rent date" or that have undergone sub
stantial alterations between that date

and the present are to be adjusted so
that the rents thereof shall not be
greater than those charged for com

parable accommodations prevailing in
Por the next 60 days, under pro
20 areas, but will leave it up to State
and local authorities to bring about the
recommended adjustments.

After the

expiration of the 60 days he is em

powered to impose Federal regulation if,
In the meanwhile, his recommendations
have not been carried out;
The Emergency Price Control Act em

powers the Administrator to regulate

rents for apartments, homes, hotels,
rooming and boarding houses, tourist
camps and even trailers, wherever "de

fense activities have resulted or threat

defense areas throughout the country to
correct the situation. Those landlords
who have profiteered will be forced to
restore rents to reasonable levels. Those

ened to result in an increase in the rents
for housing accommodations inconsist

landlords who have not taken advantage
of abnormal conditions have nothing to

ent with the purpose of this act."

fear."

OPA can declare any area "defense"

Findings which led to action

Tlie Administrator can declare any

In each of the March3 cases, a finding

part of the United States or Its posses-

was made by the Price Administrator
that:

1. An acute shortage of housing ac

DEFENSE-RENTAL AREAS
Defense-rental areas named In tiie March

3 declarations (Identified by the principal
center of

population)

and the recom

mended "maximum rent date" for each
follow:

Population
(1940 census)

216.621

Bridgeport, Conn.. Apr. 1,1941

516.981

Hartford-New Brit
ain, Conn

do

144.622
128,440

Waterbury, Conn..
Schenectady, N. Y_

do
do

459, 930

Birmingham, Ala

do

141,974

Mobile, Ala

do

94,631 Columbus, Ga
Jan. 1,1941
47,935 Wilmington, N. C. Apr. 1,1941
330,396 Hampton
Roads,
Va., area

2,377.329
347,847
234,887

_

Detroit. Mich
Akron, Ohio
Canton, Ohio

1,232,232 Cleveland, Ohio
46.660 Ravenna, Ohio
372,566

,jo

do
do
do

July 1,1941
Apr. 1.1941

Youngstown - War
ren. Ohio

do

234,457 South Bend, Ind._. Jan. 1,1941
57,138

Burlington, Iowa,.

do

143.311 Wichita, Kans
July 1,1941
260, 583 San Diego. Calif,. Jan. 1.1941
731,448

Puget
Sound,
Wash., area
Apr. 1,1941

commodations has resulted from one or
more of the following factors: (a) in

creased employment reflecting expansion
of war activities; (b) influx of produc

tion workers and their families; (c)
Influx of the families of military and
naval personnel.

2. Substantial and widespreadincreases

In rents have occurred, affecting most
of the rental housing accommodations,
with result that rents prevailing in the
area are not generally fair and equitable.

3. New construction in the area by
private industry and by the Government
has not been sufficient to restore a nor
mal rental market for housing accom
modations.

(NOTE TO PHOTO EDITORS: Glossy
prints of the de/ense-rental areas in
volved in this story are available at the

Photographic Unit, Division of Informal

tion. Room SS4i. new Social Security

Building, Washington, D. C.)

Each area extends beyond the municipal
limits of the principal city or cities within

it and Includes many surrounding com
munities where rents have been affected by

war production or military activity. For
examjDle, Detroit, Mich.. Includes the coun
ties of Wayne, Oakland, and Macomb la
their entireties.

the area on the "maximum rent date."
visions of the law, the OPA Administra
tor will take no further action in the

ports of rent-gouging are piled up in this
office and today's action means that we
are going to strike hard and rapidly in

★
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Temporary ceilings set
on silk waste
Maximum prices for silkwaste at levels

slons to be a defense-rental area and

prevailing within 5 days prior to Febru

recommend a maximum rent level con

ary 28, 1942, are established In Tempo
rary Maximum Price Regulation No. 7.

sistent with the purposes of the Price
Control Law.

"We are not going to permit anyone to
profiteer in rents at the expense of de

fense workers, families of enlisted men,
civilian personnel of military establish
ments, and civilian residents of defense

areas so far as we can prevent It," Mr.
Henderson said.

"Goaging" reports pileup
"ITiere Is no form of profiteering that
strikes more severely at these groups than
unwarranted increases in rents.... Re

announced March 3 by OPA Administra
tor Henderson.

The maximums established are ap
plicable to all imported silk waste which

arrived Ip this country prior to February
28, 1942, the effective date of the tempo
rary regulation.

The prices are idenUcal with those set
UP In Price Schedule No. 14, which was
Kvoked on February 19, 1942.

Silk waste Is used to fabricate powder
bags for the Army and Navy.

★
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Ceilings on plumbing fixtures,
cast-iron boilers, radiators

to be determined after study
Following industry meetings with
manufacturers, wholesalers, and jobbers
of plumbing fixtures and cast iron boilers
and radiators, the Office of Price Admin
istration is conducting an investigation
to determine what price ceilings shall be
established to cover these products.

Probably within 30 days
Questionnaires are being sent to mem
bers of the industries for cost informa
tion. Upon the receipt of replies, OPA
will decide, probably within 30 days, what
the price ceilings for these commodities
are to be. Increases, some as high as 15
percent, have been quoted on some items.
At the industry meetings, held at OPA
ofaces in Washington on February 18 and
20 last, OPA officials discussed the price
situation as affecting vitreous china and
enameled cast iron fixtures and cast iron
boilers and radiators.

At the time of the meetings. Price Ad
ministrator Henderson indicated that
proposed increases would have a chaotic
effect upon the building Industry. He
warned of OPA action unless prices are
kept within reason.
*

★

Certain mills processing lumber pri
marily from logs originating in the Ap

palachian hardwoods area, although
located in the South, are reclassified to
exempt them from maximum prices es
tablished in Revised Price Schedule No.
97 (Southern Hardwood Lumber) by
terms of Amendment No. 1. effective
March 4, OPA Administrator Henderson
announced.

The amendment, stipulating that such
exemptions may be made with OPA ap
proval, was accompanied by Order No. 1,
classifying in the Appalachian area the
Louisville, Ky., mill and the Russell
Springs, Ky., mill of the Wood Mosaic
Company, Inc.

OPA has had the Appalachian area
lumber industry under study for a con

siderable period, but no maxinlum price
schedule has been set up covering that

territory. Such

action

is

expected
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Bedding equipment and sisal pads under
temporally ceiling as materials dwindle
Bedding equipment came under a 60day temporary maximum price regula
tion announced March 2 by Price Ad
ministrator Henderson. Sisal pads, an
Important component part of mattresses
and studio couches, also were placed
under a temporary eO-day price ceiling.
Both orders control manufacturers'
prices only.

The temporary 60-day order was is
sued by OPA on mattresses, springs,
studio couches and metal beds and cots
under Temporary Maximum Price Regu
lation No. 5. As prescribed under the
Emergency Price Control Act of 1942,
maximums will be prices prevailing
February 23, 1942. The order is effec
tive March 4, 1942.

Bedding equipment is an important
consumer durable goods item. The Ad
ministrator emphasized the necessity
for maintenance of stable price levels
for these articles because of the increased
demand for sleeping equipment In de
fense housing areas.

Raw materials have been curtailed

in 5 days after first offering such new
Items of bedding equipment for sale, the
manufacturer must submit a report to
OPA on Form 5T1, copies of which can
be obtained from OPA offices. Should
OPA determine that the price was not

properly arrived at, it can stipulate the
maximum price to be charged.
The bedding order also provides that
if a manufacturer substitutes an alter
nate material for sisal, he can add to the
maximum price for sisal pads the actual

amoimt of increased cost up to $1-30
per item. Should cost of replacement
be more than $1.30 per item, however,

such excesses over that figure must be
absorbed by the manufacturer.

A similar temporary order was iswed

by OPA on prices of sisal pads, which
are used largely in the manufacture of
mattresses and upholstery. This Is cov
ered by Temporary Maximum Price Reg
ulation No. 4. Maximum prices for the
60-day period are those prevaUing on
February 23, 1942. Effective date of the
sisal pad regulation is March 4, 1942.

Curtailment of many raw materials
used in the manufacture of bedding items
has had a critical Impact on the

WPB froze fibers
The War Production Board, on Janu

industry.

henequin, and related fibers of 20 inches
or longer for use in fabrication of cord

On November 14, 1941, a letter was
sent to 1,200 bedding manufacturers,

*

Mills using Appalachian wood
exempted from Southern ceiling

shortly.

VICTORY

ary 21, 1942, froze all inventories of sisal,
age.

asking them not to raise prices above

Under both OPA regulations, manu

November 3 levels until a permanent

facturers must submit reports, on or be
fore March 20, 1942, showing maximum
prices as determined by the 60-day or
ders and the specifications of all items
currently offered for sale or intended to
be offered for sale during the 60-day tem
porary regulatory period.

price stabilization plan could be worked
out. To obtain information for work
ing out a permanent price program,

questionnaires, which were discussed
with members of the industry, have been
sent out. All these questionnaires have
not been returned yet. Information em

bodied in them will be of vital import
ance in determining fair and equitable
prices for the permanent plan.
The bedding industry is now going into
a more active season. Reports to OPA
indicate that several manufacturers are

contemplating price increases of as much
as 10 percent. This dictated need for
immediate action, pending a permanent
control plan.

The mattress order provides that if the

manufacturer had no net price in effect
on February 23, 1942—the date set for
the temporary maximum prices—then
the net price in effect on the nearest

preceding date shall be used. If the par
ticular item of bedding was not offered
for sale previously, then the maximum

price must be in line with that of the
most comparable grade. However, with

★
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HEATING SUBCOMMITTEE
Formation of the vapor and vacuum
steam heating specialties subcommittee

of the plumbing and heating industry

advisory committee

was

announced

March 4 by the Bureau of Industry Ad
visory Committees.
Jesse L. Maury is the Government pre
siding officer.
Committee members are:
John Bresnthan, president, WUllam 8.
Haines Co.. PbUadelpbla, Pa.; William Jones,

vice president, Barnes & Jones Manulacturlng
Co . Boston. Mass.; B. F. Lerch, vice president.

Warren-Webster Sc Co., Camden, N. J.; E. J.
Ritchie, vice president, Sarco Co., Inc.. New
York N Y.: Lewis Smith. C. A. Dunham
Co Chicago. HI.; 0. W. Stewart, assistant

general sales manager, Hoffman Specialty

Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.
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OPA shifts key personnel^ functions to
meet demands of Emergency Price Control
Act, and handle rationing procedure
A realignment of executive personnel
of the OfBce of Price Administration to
meet the expanded responsibilities aris
ing out of the new Emergency Price
Control Act and the rationing authority
vested In his office by the War Produc

tion Board was announced March 4 by
Price Administrator Henderson.
The changes, which became effective

Immediately, created three deputy ad
ministrator posts In place of one; broke
down the Price Division into four sepa
rate divisions—Food and Apparel; Indus
trial Materials and Equipment; General
Products; and Fuel—and placed an
assistant administrator in charge of
each; sat up a new Rent Division, also
under an assistant administrator; and
provided for an organization of a Ration
ing Division.

Hamm in charge of rationing set-up
John E. Hamm, who has been deputy

leum Coordinator, the Transportation
Coordinator, etc., and before Congres
sional committees, and the like. He will
review, on behalf of the Administrator,
all policy statements to the public and

work of consultants not specifically at
tached to OPA operating units.
In addition, Mr. Galbraith will organ
ize and direct the work of the research
section, the transportation section and

the questionnaire and financial reporting
unit.

executive vice-president of the Dennison

post on a part-time, temporary basis and
will serve until Mr. Henderson can ar
range to fill the post permanently.
For the time being, Mr. Hamm will
handle the organization of the new Ra
tioning Division, with the assistance of
Harold Rowe, who will have executive
responsibility for food rationing, and

Pood and Apparel Division—^Howard Tolley,
on loan from his post es chief of the Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, Department of
Agricultxire;

Industrial Material Division—Donald Wal-

Division, In charge of metals, rubber, ma

head of the Division of Accounting. Analysis,
administrator to be

shortly.

The new Rent Division is In charge
of Paul A. Porter, formerly executive
assistant to Chester C. Davis, commis
sioner in charge of Agricultiu-e of Na
tional Defense Advisory Commission and
now Washington counsel for the Colum
bia Broadcasting Ssystem. Mr. Porter

will be assistant administrator, while
Karl Borders, who has been in charge of
the rent section of the Price Division,
will be director of the new Rent Division.

temporary assignment to rationing, Mr,
Keir will act for the Administrator on

sions as follows:

David Ginsburg continues as general

Mr. Galbraith, as staff deputy admin
istrator. will assist Mr. Henderson on
policy matters relating to labor, ship
ping, transportation, taxation, and other
policy matters not specifically assigned
to OPA organizational units. He also

No changes in ConsumerDivision
Robert E. Sessions, executive assistant
to the assistant administrator under the

Board.

There are no changes in the Consumer
Division, now headed by Dexter M.
Keezer, assistant administrator of OPA,
with Dan A. West as director.
★

Food and Apparel Division—^Howard Tolley
assistant administrator; food, textiles and
apparel, leather footwear, fertilizer, and farm
machinery.

Industrial Materials and Equipment DiDf^ton—Donald Wallace, assistant adminis
trator; iron and steel, copper and brass, Elnc

and lead, industrial machinery, lumber, and
chemicals.

General Products Division—^Herbert Tag

gart. assistant administrator and chief ac

countant; consumer durables, rubber, paper
and pulp, autos and parts, and buUdlne ma
terials.

FueU Division—^Veoancy; petroleum, bard
fuels.

*

*

announced

The various price sections under the
former Price Division, together with
price executives and all personnel, have
been assigned among the new Price Divi

counsel.

R. K. Thompson has been named ex
ecutive assistant to the Administrator.

Fuel Division—Vacancy: appointment of

Price sections ooder new divisions

Galbraith to aid in policy matters

appointed official secretary to the Office
of Price Administration.

and Review.

assistant

Paul M. O'Leary, who will direct planning

Hamm.

the Administrator or his deputies.
C. A. Bishop, who has been special
assistant to the Administrator, has been

as assistant to Acting Administrator
Keir, and will function also as a staff
assistant to the Administrator for liai
son in connection with Mr. Henderson's
membership on the War Production

as follows:

and analysis. Both Messrs. Rowe and
OXeary have been assistant directors of
the Price Division. During Mr, Hamm's

all matters previously handled by Mr.

subject only to review, if necessary, by

former set-up, now has been designated

chinery. and BUtomobilea and trucks.
General Products Division—^Herbert P.
Taggart, who In addition will continue as

Manufacturing Co.. has accepted the new

All of the new assistant administra
tors are authorized to make decisions
respecting maximum price regulations,

The four new assistant administrators,

of5ce, has been made senior deputy ad

Mr. Keir,

ing Materials" has been broken into two

sections—"Lumber" and "Building Ma

and the Price Divisions under each are

lace, hitherto assistant director of the Price

tive deputy administrator.

for which will be announced shortly.
The former section "Lumber and Build

terials."

will represent the Price Administrator
In contacts with other agencies, such as
the War Production Board, the Petro

administrator since the inception of the
ministrator and will continue to be sec
ond in command to Mr. Henderson.
J. K. Galbraith, until now assistant
administrator, has been named staff
deputy administrator, and John S. Keir
has been appointed acting administra

"Leather Footwear" and "Fertilizer"
are new price sections, the executives

Check profiteering on rubber
products by refusing to buy,
Henderson counsels purchasers
Buyers themselves can do a great deal

in checking profiteering on rubber prod
ucts by watching prices and withholding
purchases In cases where advances ap
pear excessive or unwarranted, OPA
Administrator Henderson declared in a
statement issued February 28.
"Prices of some rubber products Have re
cently been increased to an unwarranted ex
tent." Mr. Henderson said.

"The war in the

Pacific should not be used as an excuse for

price Increases and profiteering in rubber
goods.

"To conserve our rubber supply and to
make possible the continuance of services

vital to the Army and Navy, industry and
civilians, the War Production Board has Is

sued orders drastically curtailing the use of
rubber," the Administrator said.

As to the explanation, frequently of
fered by profiteers, that higher labor '
costs are responsible for the sharp price
advances, Mr. Henderson pointed out
that many of the rubber products now
offered for sale were produced months
ago and that In these cases there Is no
excuse for charging the consumer more
than before Pearl Harbor.

★
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Fourth company allowed
to pay premium price
for special copper scrap
Harshaw Chemical Co. has been au

thorized by OPA to pay IVA cents per
pound, f. 0. b. shipping points, for such
special-purpose copper scrap as it re
quires, Administrator Henderson an
nounced March 2.

His statement was

issued in conjunction with an order un
der Revised Price Schedule No. 20 (Cop
per and Copper Alloy Scrap).
Harshaw Chemical Co. manufactures

copper chloride and copper oxychloride.
Both of these products are important to
the war effort. Tliey require copper wire
no larger than 6 B. & S. wire gage nor
smaller than 18 B. & S. wire gage, clean,
free from all solder, lacquer, enamel, in

sulation, brazing, iron, and other metal
lic impurities and either cut in lengths of
8 to 12 inches or packed in bales of ap

proximately 6 by 6 by 12 inches weighing
12 to 20 pounds, or 6 by 12 by 12 inches
weighing 20 to 40 pounds. These speci
fications require special sorting and
preparation and the company has always
paid a premium over the prevailing price
for No. 1 copper scrap, the Administrator
added.

Amount now limited by WPB allocations
This is the fourth permission granted

VICTORY
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OPA APPOINTMENTS
Three appointments to the Consumer
Division of the Office of Price Admin

istration were announced February 28

by Dan A. West, director of the division.
John H. Paswaters, acting chief of the

consumers representation section since De
cember, has been appointed chief of the sec
tion.

Mr. Paswaters came to the Consumer

Division after 23 years in retail merchandis
ing and advertising.

Willis S. MacLeod has been appointed chief
of the standards section. Mr. MacLeod
comes to the Consumer Division after 16

years with the Standard Oil Co. (New Jer
sey). and more recently with Its affiliate,
the Standard Oil Development Co.. where he
was In charge of the program of standardiza
tion of refining equipment and materials.
Bruce L. Melvin, formerly associated with
the rent section of the Office of Price Admin

istration, has been appointed regional rep
resentative

of the Consumer Division

Texas. Louisiana, and Oklahoma.

for

His head

quarters wUl be in Dallas. Mr. Melvln has
had wide experience in the housing field and
has done extensive research and writing on

patterns of city growth.
★

★

Ceilings modified on lithopone
in hands of exporters, dealers

istrator Henderson stated February 28.

This ruling was made in Amendment No.
1 to Revised Price Schedule No. 2.

Purpose of WPB's program is to ac
quire aluminvom materials comprising
idle or excessive inventories held by
manufacturing users of aluminum. A
high percentage of the materials in
volved in this program will be remelted
Therefore, they would
be classified as scrap under provisions of
Price Schedule No. 2. In view of the
fact that such materials have been ren

dered useless in the hands of their hold
ers by war restrictions, WPB has

the maxlmums established for scrap in

and exporters, other than manufactur
ers, in Amendment No. 1 to Price Sched
ule No. 80, effective February 27, 1942,
according to an announcement by Price

Price Schedule No. 2.

(owned or controlled by others than the
person from whom it was purchased)
prior to February 2, 1942, to meet con
tracts made by such dealers and export
ers prior to February 2,1942, the effective
date of the lithopone price schedule.
Under the

amendment's

terms,

the

reports.

the OPA a verified statement revealing:
*

Industry

prices for lithopohe is granted to dealers

Present exceptions end July 1, 1942.
Each of the companies is required to file
★

Division of

recommended that Metals Reserve Co.

seller of such product may deliver such
lithopone in accordance with terms of
the contract, provided that the dealer or
exporter making the delivery shall,
within 10 days after delivery, submit to

the allocation granted them by WPB.

Board's

Operations on February 24, 1942, will be
excepted from provisions of the alumi
num scrap price schedule, OPA Admin

buy such materials at prices higher than

The amendment affects only lithopone
in the hands of exporters and dealers or
in the hands of a carrier or warehouse

duction Board now is allocating copper

program announced by the War Pro
duction

Permission to fulfill certain contracts

Administrator Henderson.

scrap, this order permits the companies
to purchase in any month at the pre
mium price an amount not in excess of

num materials, in accordance with the

at higher than established maximum

scrap. The other three are Metals Re
fining Co., Sherwin-Williams Co., and
Superior Copper Products Co.
The order issued March 2 makes one
change in conditions under which these

companies are permitted to pay llVi

Purchases by Metals Reserve Co. of
idle or excessive inventories of alumi

for further use.

★

to purchasers of special-purpose copper

cents for their requirements of specialpurpose copper scrap. Since War Pro

OPA exempts Metals Reserve
purchases of idle aluminum
from scrap price schedule

1. The date upon which such lithopone was

Metals Reserve to observe

ceiling in reselling
Exceptions of such purchases from the
price schedule's provisions was granted
by OPA at WPB's request in order to
carry out this program.

Regardless of prices at which these
purchases are made, the Metals Reserve
Co. will sell aluminum materials which
are to be remelted at no more than the

maximum prices established by Price
Schedule No. 2 for aluminum scrap.

In

this way, the existing price structure in
the secondary aluminum field will not be
disrupted.
★

★
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Paper shipping sacks also
affected by price agreements

received;

Mercurial compound producers
asked to hold down prices
Producers of mercurial compounds—

used in pharmaceuticals, explosives,
germicides, paints, insecticides and other
products—were asked by Price Adminis

2. Name and address of his supplier;
3. Name and address of purchaser;

4. Date upon which contract was made;
5. Form of contract:

6. Quantity of lithopone on hand or in
transit: on February 2, 1942;

7. Quantity delivered under contract after
February 2. 1942; and date or dates of such
delivery: and

Paper shipping sacks are intended to
be covered by the individual price agree
ments made by manufacturers of con

verted paper products, although they are
not mentioned specifically. Price Admin
istrator Henderson said March 4.

trator Henderson in telegrams March 4

appendix A of Price Schedule No. 80 by

to maintain for 60 days piices in effect
on February 25, 1942.

the addition of paragraph "e>" entitled

The agreements were Issued on Febru
ary 20, 1942. Since that time some
manufacturers have raised the question
of whether paper shipping sacks are af

"Pre-existing contracts."

fected.

B. The seUing price.

The amendment affects section 1335.659

★
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Ceiling prices on 1942 autos affected
by removal of standard equipment
Several changes in the maximum price
schedule for 1942 passenger automobiles,
of minor importance to the public, but of
considerable interest to dealers, were an
nounced March 4 by Price Administrator

Uphold morale by keeping
prices down, sporting

maximum retail price of the car a sum equal
separately on October 15, 1941.

Computation of excise tax

Henderson.

3. Manufacturers are now required to re
duce the wholesale selling price of a car from
which standard equipment haji been removed

Removal of standard equipment

by an amount not less than the cost of such
removed equipment to the manufacturers.

The revisions, in the form of Amend•ment No. 1 to Price Schedule No. 85,
include:

1. When staccierd equipment is removed
limit Ms deduction from the maximum sell

ing price to the amount by which the manu

facturer reduced the wholesale price of the
car to him.

4. Method by which a dealer can compute

the Federal excise tax on a particular car Is
spelled out to mean the amount of the tax
that the dealer paid to the manufacturer.

The schedule continues to permit dealers to

from a car at the factory, the dealer now can

If the manufacturer did not al

low the dealer any deduction from the whole

sale price, the dealer Is not reqiilred to reduce
the maximum retail price. Formerly, when
standard equipment was removed at the fac

tory. the schedule required the dealer to de

duct the retail value of the removed equip
ment from the maximum selling price of the
car.

2. When standard equipment is removed

from a car by the dealer, according to the

goods makers asked

to 76 percent of the price he would have

realized bad he sold the removed equipment

add the Federal excise tax to the selling price
of the car.

beyond those in eflfect January 10, 1942,
In a letter sent to them March 3 by OPA
Administrator Henderson.

To control retail prices, too
Although the letter is directed only to
manufacturers. Mr. Henderson makes
plain that its purpose is to control retail
prices as well.

Three list prices added

"It has been noted that substantial ad

6. Manufacturers' list prices are added to
the schedule for three 1942 Chrysler cars that
were omitted from the original list. 1. e.;

Model No. C-37—4-door sedan, $2,815; 7«pa8senger sedan. $2,916; limousine. $3,065.

6. Manufacturers" list prices of two Ford
models are raised by $10 each to correct an
error.

Manufacturers of all sporting goods and
hunting and fishing equipment are called
upon to prevent prices from advancing

These are the Super Deluxe 6 Con

vertible Coupe, now priced at ei.080; and
Super Deliuce 8 Convertible Coupe, now priced
at $1,090.

In all other respects, the maximim price

vances have occurred in the prices of sporting
goods." the letter says. "It is Important that

these prices remain stable, particularly since
sporting goods are needed for civilian recrea
tion and are important in the maintenance of
civilian morale."

The letter asks not only that prices be
kept from advancing above the levels
existing January 10, but that any ad
vances that may have been effected since

new amendment, he must deduct from the

schedule is unchanged.

that date be rescinded.

Scrap, other violations
denounced by OPA

Agriculture prepares to

increases that make It difficult to hold

Manufacturers who experience cost

Violations of the lead scrap price
schedule and other nonferrous scrap or
ders through the subterfuge of "phantom
freight" were denounced March 3 by Ad
ministrator Henderson.

Excessive charges asked
"Reports have come to us," Mr, Henderson

said, "that a number of scrap metal dealers
are exacting excessive delivery charges when
they deliver lead scrap In their own trucks.
"Price Schedule No. 70 provides that the
delivery charge, when delivery is made in the
seller's conveyance, may not exceed the low
est available commercial transportation rate

on an Identical shipment.
la perfectly clear.

This provision

It leaves no scope for

conflicting interpretations or bargaining.
"For example, delivery is
seller's motor truck.

made In the

The lowest available

commercial charge for a truck shipment be
tween the two points covered by the seller's
truck Is $2 per ton. It is a direct violation

of the schedule to charge or to pay, as part
of the delivered price of the scrap lead. $2.50
per ton. Violation of the price schedule
through Inflated transportation charges will
be treated by OPA In the same fashion as
violations through Increased prices. Buyers
and sellers should show such transportation
charges as a separate item In the billings and
in the books kept In accordance with the
requirements of price schedules."

Urged to report violatioos
Mr. Henderson urged all persons hav
ing evidence of the exaction of excessive

inform Selective Service
Secretary of Agriculture

Claude

R.

Wickard has asked State and county
USDA War Boards to provide the Selec
tive Service System with factual data
to assist local Selective Service boards in
properly classifying agricultural regis
trants. This action was taken as the
result of the program of cooperation be
tween the Selective Service System and

the Department

of

Agriculture,

an

nounced February 17 by Brig. Gen. Lewis
B. Hershey, Director of Selective Service.

War Boards to furnish information
The War Boards, at the request of lo

prices to the January 10 level are asked
to inform the OPA of any contemplated
advance. Advance notice of prices to be
set for any new items Introduced also is
requested.
*

★

★

Athletic goods of reclaimed
rubber being tested
Manufacturers of athletic equipment
for which crude rubber or latex is no

longer available are now experimenting
with reclaimed rubber.

No assarance it will continue

cal Selective Service boards, will furnish

At present there are no restrictions on

Information on agricultural production
goals, the size of farming units required
to make a signiiicaiit contribution to
meet the goals, skills required for these
farming operations, and the availability
of workers possessing these skills. The
information will be provided directly to

the use of reclaimed rubber, but there
is no assurance that It will continue to
be available If the war program necessi

State Headquarters and local boards of

the Selective Service System.

The arrangement with the Selective
Service System provides for War Boards
to furnish information upon request and
not to ask for deferment in the cases of

Individual registrants.

cartage in the delivery of scrap lead and
other nonferrous scrap metals to com

Each claim for
deferment must be handled by local
Selective Service boards on individual

municate with him.

merit.

tates some form of control over reclaimed
rubber.

Several manufactmers of tennis balls

have developed an all-reclaimed ball,
which, though not so lively as a ball made
with new rubber, would be fully service
able to the average player.
The WPB rubber branch also reports
that progress has been made in develop
ing an all-reclaimed rubber core for base
balls, and with squash b^lls using re
claimed. No solution has yet been found
to the golf ball problem.

/

★
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Little hope for new, recapped
tires for ordinary auto in

1942-3-4, Henderson declares
Excerpts from OPA Administrator
Henderson's statement March 6 before
the Senate Committee Investigating
National Defense Activities:

To date we have been unable to allo
cate even a single pound of new crude
rubber for new tires or recapping of
those which are now on the cars. That
means starkly and simply that the ma

VICTORY ★
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Some sales of dead-burned

NYLON STOCKING PRICE

VIOLATORS FACE PENALTY

grain magnesite are

Trade reports that violations of the
price ceiling set over women's nylon
hosiery have occurred In certain whole
sale quarters brought from Price Ad
ministrator Henderson on March 6

a

warning that his OfQce was prepared to
invoke the penalties of the Emergency
Price Control Act of 1942 against the
offenders.

jority of these cars are likely to be laid

The Emergency Price Control Act of
1942 in section 205 (b) provides that
any person who willfully violates any

up when their present tires are worn
out and the ingenuity of their owners

provision of any price regulation shall,
upon conviction, be subject to a fine of

has been exhausted.

not more than $5,000 and imprisonment
for not more than 1 year, or both.

We will not only have to do without
tires but we will also be without a multi
tude of other rubber articles which have
become essential parts of standards of

★

★

I am not trying to scare anyone unnec

under permanent ceiling

ognition of the hard, cold facts.
Thus far. I haven't mentioned reclaim

A permanent maximum price regula
tion covering sales by wholesale distribu

rubber. To many people this seems to
offer salvation. But the most Important
fact about reclaim is that few products
can be made from it alone. In almost
every case some crude rubber must be

tors of domestic wool rugs and carpets

At the present time we have capacity
to produce about 350.000 tons of reclaim
rubber a year. I hope to see this ca

pacity expanded in the months ahead.
But so far as civilian uses are concerned,

I do not expect that there will be much
more than 170,000 tons available.
We will be able to meet, through re

capping, only about one-seventh of the
combined passenger car tire replacement
and recapping demand. This means
that only those pasafenger car users on

the class A or class B eligibility lists will
be able to secure recapped tires. Thus
you can see there is little hope that the
ordinary passenger car operator can get
either a new or recapped tire in 1942,
1943, or 1944.*

*

by wholesale distributors are set in the
new regulation at two levels—one ap

plying to rugs and carpets purchased and
received prior to January 2, and one ap

plying to rugs and carpets purchased and
received on and after that date.

Appointment of Donald D. Kennedy
as chief of the castings unit of the iron
and steel section was announced Feb

ruary 28 by J. K. Galbraith, assistant
OPA administrator.

He replaces J. E.

6 in issuance of Amendment No. 1 to
Revised Price Schedule No. 75, permit

ting some sales at prices higher than the
established maximums.

The amendment also permits sellers
to add to maximum prices an additional

charge when deliveries are made from
stock accumulations other than at the

point of production; and allows an addi
tional charge to cover incurred costs for

his current net price list to retailers. Maxi

mum prices on "special contract" and other
items not shown in

manufacturers' price

lists to retailers must be approved by the
Office of Price Administration, on applica
tion of a distributor.

The "pre-January

2"

ceiling

to high-cost war production) Is for salea

by the Westvaco Chlorine Products Corpora
tion from stocks at Permanents, Calif., to
Its regular customers In that State, the max

Chewelah. Wash. Additions for delivered
prices and sales in bags or sacks are the same
as those set for other domestic sales.

A sim

ilar exception has already been made for
sales by this company from its plant In
Patterson. Calif.

The maximum price for other domestic

shipments of maintenance grades In bulk
remains at $22 per ton f. o. b. Chewelah. A
delivered price in excess of the maximum
f. o. b. Chewelah price may be charged, con

sisting of such maximum price plus a trans
portation charge computed at carload rate
from Chewelah to the delivery point desig
nated by the buyer.

When the buyer asks delivery from stocks
at some point other than the place of pro
duction, a delivered price in excess of the
maximum f. o. b. Chewelah price may be

charged, consisting of such maximum price
plus a transportation charge to the point
of accumulation and from such place to the

place of delivery designated by the pur
chaser, and $1 per ton.

A charge of $4 per net ton is permitted

The "post-Januaiy 2" celling, according to
the new regulation, forbids wholesalers from
charging mo:e for wool floor coverings than
the prices quoted by the maniofacturer In

prohibits

wholesalers from charging more than tha

highest prices received during the period
If no sale of a particular

rug or carpet was made between these dates,
then the ceiling price must not exceed tha

Kennedy succeeds McDonough

necessitating some
production at high costs, resulted March

imum price being set at $32 per ton f. o. b.

was issued March 7 by Price Adminis
trator Henderson. It was to go into ef
fect on March 9, The new regulation.
No. 65 (Resale of Floor Coverings), su
persedes a 60-day emergency ceiling that
was imposed on January 5.
Maximum prices that may be charged

October 1 to 13.
★

basic open-hearth steel and other metal
lurgical furnaces)

The exception to the maximum price (due

essarily. I am simply attempting to
develop public understanding and rec

mixed in.

War demands for dead-burned grain

magnesite (essential in maintenance of

packing for export shipments.

★

Domestic wool rugs, carpets

life.

permitted over ceilings

highest price received by the seUer during
the first nine months of 1941.

Bscause stocks ot rugs and carpets bought
before January 2 ara beuig replaced by floor

coverings bought after that date, the new
regulation permits wholesale distributors to

for domestic grades In bags or sacks.
The maximum f. a. s. price for export ship
ments of maintenance grades shall be the

maximum price for delivery to the export

dock, plus $7.50 per net ton when the product
Is packed in double jute sacks, or $12.50

per ton when packed In wooden barrels.
Export sales on a c. 1. t. or c. and f. basis
are permitted at prices to yield the seller
the same realization as permitted on a f. a. a.
basis,

★

★

★

Curtailment applies to coats
whether with trousers or not
A clarifying amendment to the men's
and boys' suits and overcoats order

apply the "post-Januavy 2" celling prices
as soon as 90 percent (in value) of their

(M-73-a) was issued March 6 by the War
Production Board to make clear to man

Before making sales at the higher price,
however, they must mall to the OPA a sworn

ufacturers and tailors that the order ap

pre-January stocks has been disposed of.

McDonough, a major in the reserve
forces, who has been called into the

statement on Foim 165:3 setting forth the

plies to any kind of a sack coat, whether

facts concerning the depletion of their in
ventory. Copies of the form can be obtained

service.

from OPA.

made with a suit or as a separate coat for
sports or other wear.

★
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LABOR...
Mediator sent in railroad case;
Newark employee issues put up to city
The National War Labor Board last

week reached agreements in two cases;
Issued directive orders In two other cases;
refused to take Jurisdiction of a fourth
case, and received certification of six new
cases.

Toledo, Peoria & Western
In accordance with Its order that the

dispute between the Toledo, Peoria &

plants be expedited. Hearings had been
held the latter part of February before

a panel composed of Alexander Pi'ey,
George Rogers, and H. L. Knight, but

The agreement, which is effective to
March 5, 1943, provides for wage In
creases of 9 cents per hour for all em

ployees working on the day rate and
the equivalent of 6 cents per hour for
all working men on piece work. Night
shift employees are to receive a bonus of

VA percent on their earnings, and vaca
tions with pay are also provided for in

and the Brotherhood of Railroad Train

A total of

Marshall Field & Co.
Because of doubt on the part of the
company as to whether the approval by

the Board of the unanimous panel rec
ommendation in the Marshall Field &
Co., Spray, N. C., dispute with the BiCounty Joint Board, Textile Workers

the agreement.

Union, CIO, was a formal order, the

Park Drop For^e Co.

Board issued a directive order to both
parties. This order required that the

Western Railroad and the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen

no agreement was reached.
4,000 employees Is involved.

A

mediation

panel

composed

of

contract renewal between the company

men should be submitted to arbitration

William R. Spriegel, Dale Purves, and

under the Railway Labor Act, the Na

and the union Include the recommenda

John Brophy effected an agreement in
the dispute between the Park Drop Porge
Co., Cleveland, Ohio, and the United
Automobile Workers, CIO. It provides

tions of the panel on union security and
wages. The recommendations had pro

tional War Labor Board announced that

the National Mediation Board had sent

Mediator John P. Murray to Peoria, HI,,
to draw up the arbitration award agree

ment. The unions had agreed to comply
with the Board's order and the company
refused. Hearings were scheduled to
open March 7 in Peoria. A strike has

been in progress since December 28 over
the unions' demands for standard rail

road rules and wages.

Munidpai Government of Newark
The National War Labor Board de

cided on March 5 that the dispute be
tween the municipal government of the
City of Newark, N. J., and the State,
County, and Municipal Workers, CIO,
should be "settled by the commissioners

of the city of Newark, who are responsi

ble for the administration of that city,"
and returned the certification to the Sec
retary of Labor.

The case, which was certified February
14, involved a request for a 15 cents
hourly wage increase for 1,000 municipal
employees.

The Board had appointed

a blanket wage increase of 8 cents per
hour retroactive to January 1.
The agreement, which affects 300 em
ployees of the company, also contained
the following provision: "That the Union
may ask for a blanket raise of 5 cents
per hour, both in hiring rates and em
ployees' hourly rates, whenever the

Index for Cleveland shows an increase
of 5 points above the February 15 All

approved the recommendations of the
panel for settlement of the dispute be

Item Cost of Living Index as a base.
Further increases in 5-cent Increments
may be asked whenever the Index rises
in multiples of five from the base of
February 15, 1942."

Screw Machine Products

After 3 days of hearings in Providence,
R. I., an agreement was reached in the
dispute between the Screw Machine

Products Co., Inc., and the International
Association of Machinists, AFL, which
granted wage increases ranging from 7

the Board's decision was made.

tiated with the assistance of Theodore

settling the 16 issues in dispute between
the Morse Twist Drill & Machine Co.,
New Bedford. Mass., and the United

In Spray.

Parker Appliance Co.
On March 6, the Board unanimously

This agreement, which affects the 88
employees of the company, was nego

After 3 days of hearings before Pro
fessor I. L. Sharfman, associate member
of the Board, an agreement was reached

tified to the Board January 15 and hear
ings were held during that month before
a panel composed of Paul A. Dodd, Dale
Pm-ves, and James Carey. The com
pany employs 4,000 workers at its mill

Bureau of Labor Statistics Cost of Living

David A. McCabe of Princeton University
as its special investigator in the dispute
and it was on the basis of his report that

Morse Twist Drill & Macliine Co.

vided for a voluntary maintenance of
membership clause. The case was cer

cents to 15 cents an hour.

Kheel, principal mediation officer of the
National War Labor Board.

Thompson Products Co.
The dispute between the Thompson

tween the Parker Appliance Co., in
Cleveland, and the International Asso
ciation of Machinists, the International
Molders Union, and the Pattern Makers
League, APIj. The dispute which in
volved 3,600 employees, arose over a dis

continuance by the company of a 9 per
cent bonus after the first two quarters
of 1941.

The Board ordered that the bonus be
paid for the last two quarters of 1941

and that wage negotiations be opened
immediately. The Board will appoint an
Investigator to investigate the wage issue
and report his findings to the parties.
In case the parties are unable to reach
an agreement, the dispute will be settled

by the Board. Members of the panel
which heard the case were William W.
Waymack, George M. Rogers, and Fred
Hewitt.

Other cases

Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers,

Products Co., Cleveland, Ohio, and the
United Automobile Workers, CIO, was
referred to the National Labor Relations
Board by the War Labor Board, which

Joseph McDonough, no agreement was

CIO.

asked that an election at the company's

reached in the controversy between the

After 2 days of hearings before a panel
of Robert J. Myers, Frederick Pales, and

★
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Chase Brass & Copper Co., Cleveland,

CAN ORDER MODIFIED

Ohio, and the International Association
of Machinists, AFL. The union is seek
ing a wage increase of 10 cents an hour
for the 1,600 employees of the plant, and

The War Production Board has modi
fied Conservation Order M-81 to permit

the full Board will make a decision on

this demand after the panel reports its
findings of fact to the Board.

tbe manufacture and sale of cans neces

sary for the packing of certain "second
ary product" vegetables which were
planted before February 11, and for
which a canner had contracted by that

Oakland transit issue

27
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date.

Rail executives named to head

field operations in East, V/est
Appointment of two railroad execu
tives to field positions in the Division of
Railway Transport was announced
March 1 by Director of Defense Trans
portation Eastman.
William G. Curren, former general

Hearings in the dispute between the

Provisions of the order which place

manager of the New York Terminal

East Bay Transit and Key System of
Oakland, Calif., and the Amalgamated

quantity limitations on the packing of

Lines of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,
has been named associate director, in

Association of Street, Electric Railway
and Motor Coach Employees, AFL, were
held in California under the auspices of
associate Board member Paul A. Dodd.

No agreement had been reached at the
end of the week. Other hearings in the

' field involved the Arcade Malleable Iron
Works, Worcester, Mass., and the Steel

such vegetables have been lifted until
May 31 in order to reduce spoilage.
*

★

*

Labor program announced
for 7-dlay week in copper mines

the Armstrong Brothers Tool Co., Chi

A program to increase output in the
copper mining industry by continuous
operation on a 7-day week basis was an

cago, 111., and the United Automobile

nounced March 5 by WPB Labor Director

Workers, CIO; the International Har

Hillman.

vester Co., Chicago, 111., and the Farm
Equipment Workers Organizing Commit
tee, the United Automobile Workers, both
CIO. and a Federal Labor Union, AFL;

"The labor organizations involved have
offered full cooperation in this program
which would increase worker efficiency
by improving job conditions in the mines,
and by establishing joint labor-manage

Workers Organizing Committee, CIO;

and the Booth-Kelly Lumber Co., Spring
field. Oreg., and the International Wood
workers of America, CIO.

"Little Steel" hearings

Hearings before the fact-finding panel
of the Board in the Uttle Steel case were
recessed after 2 days to March 10. The

ment production committees." Mr. Hill-

national Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter
Workers, are;

1. Improved working conditions.

New cases

and the improvement of living condi
tions particularly at underground
mines, should be effected in order to
reduce labor turnover and bring early

tion of skill capacities of all miners,

mobile Workers, and the National Asso
ciation of Die Casting Workers, all CIO;
the White Sewing Machine Co.. Cleve

land. Ohio and the United Electrical.
Radio and Machine Workers. CIO: the
Columbus & Southern Ohio Electric Co..

Columbus,

Ohio

and the Transport

Workers Union of America, CIO; the
Cleveland Brass Manufacturing Co.,
Cleveland. Ohio and the National Asso
ciation of Die Casting Workers. CIO; and
the Babcock & Wilcox Co.. Bayonne, N. J..

and the United Electrical, Radio and
Machine Workers. CIO.

Francisco.

Mr. Curren and Mr. Baths will work

cooperatively with the railroads within
their respective jurisdictions to:

1, Keep the Division of Railway Transport

continuously Informed as to railroad traffic
and transportation conditions;

2. Develop plans to Insure that railroad

operations and equipment are utilized with
maximum effectiveness, in order to produce
the volume of transportation required by the
war effort.

*

Highlights of the program, which fol
lows closely the proposals of the Inter

Improvements in ventilation and in
other working conditions, better servic
ing of miners, more complete utiliza

Equipment Workers Organizing Com
mittee, CIO; the Aluminum Co. of Amer
ica, Pittsburgh, Pa., and the Aluminum
Workers of America, the United Auto

Baths will have headquarters at San

man said.

panel, composed of Arthur S. Meyer. Cy
rus Ching, and Richard Frankensteen,
heard the parties on March 3 and 4.
Tbe six new cases certified to the Na
tional War Labor Board last week in
volved the following: the Caterpillar
Tractor Co., Peoria, 111., and the Farm

charge of the eastern region. James M.
Baths, former general manager of the
Minneapolis, Northfield &Southern Rail
road. has been appointed deputy associ
ate director, in charge of the western
region. Mr. Curren will maintain head
quarters at New York City, and Mr.

increases in production.
2. Labor-management

advisory com

mittees.

All copper mining companies should
make the fullest use of labor-management advisory committees for the pur

pose of seeing that every idea for
getting maximum production is ob
tained and given careful considera
tion. Where such committees are not
now in existence, some plan should be

put into effect to secure all ideas on
how production may be increased.
3. Seven-day week.

Every mine should be worked 7 days
a week and, where physically possible,
on a multiple and swing shift basis. A
detailed check will be made to see that
this policy is followed.

*

★

Use of copper permitted
for railroad purposes
The use of copper for essential operat
ing parts and essential maintenance and
repair parts for railway locomotives, cars,
and equipment will be permitted under
an amendment to Order M-9-c issued
March 2 by the Director of Industry
Operations.

The amendment adds railroad uses to
List "B" of the order, which permits the
use of copper where the use of less
'scarce material is impractical.
★

*

★

Route normally, don't burden
direct lines, Eastman advises
Shippers using the railroads were ad
vised March 6 to use normal channels in
routing carload traffic, in order to avoid
overburdening the most direct routes.
In response to numerous inquiries
from shippers, Defense Transportation
Director Eastman issued the statement,
which said also that at present there is
no need for imposing any general re
strictions upon shippers in the routing
of carload trafBc.

★
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AGRICULTURE

of Agricultural Defense Relations,
V. S. Department of Agriculture)

High production goals challenge best
efforts of Nation's farmers; rising
demand forecast as buying power expands
Farmers are off to a fairly good start
In an all-out drive for record production
of crops and livestock products—milk,
eggs, meats, vegetables, and oil crops,
the U. S. Department of Agriculture has
announced.

Cattlemen alone could market at least

28,000,000 head of cattle this year and
still increase the number of stock on
farms and ranches.

Corn Belt and western farmers are

being urged to put in bigger crops of soy
beans and flaxseed this year, and south

Mast make best use of labor

Milk production Is currently below pro
jected goals for 1942 but the season of
heavy production is just ahead. The
production of eggs is up to goal figures.
The number of livestock on farms is the

largest on record. Winter vegetables
and citrus fruits are going to market In
increasing volume.

But the high goals this year challenge
the best efforts of farmers, in view of

ern farmers to grow more peanuts than
ever before to satisfy an unprecedented
demand for vegetable oils. Prices are to
be supported in order to induce farmers
to produce more of these crops.

Other products needed in great abun
dance include cannery peas and tomatoes
rich In food value for men at arms and
those engaged In the building of ships
and manufacturing the munitions of war.
More potatoes and rice are wanted, more

plements needed in farm production.

fresh vegetables, more steaks, chops, and
roasts, more cheese and evaporated milk,

Most efBclent use must be made of avail

more shell and dried eggs.

able family and farm labor. Cost of pro
duction is rising, but the prospect-is that

Rising consumer demand

farm income will be the largest since 1919

The great demand for food is reflected
in market places as consumers pay prices
for food in accordance with increased
ability to buy, in the heavy purchases by
the military, and in buying for lend-lease
shipment. The Bureau of Agricultural
Economics forecasts a rising demand for
farm products as industrial production
and consumer buying power expand to

restricted supplies of materials and im

when the total was 14.6 billion dollars.

Prices of some farm products are lower

than at the beginning of 1942, but many
livestock products continue above parity.
Conservation and parity payments will be
made by the Federal Government on

basic commodities, and price supports
have been announced for commodities

needed in greatest abundance. Com
modity credit loans and purchases for

the greatest volume in history.

Besides being an arsenal for munitions

lend-lease shipment are supporting fac

of war, the United States is the principal

tors.

food producer among the United Nations.

Greater livestock production necessary

fiber lies in 6.000.000 American farms

The power to produce food, feed, and
Government ofBcials stress the need for

heavier production of livestock products.

covering more than 1,000,000,000 acres,
manned by more than 12,000.000 farm-
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Nutrition story spread by
official "food guide" poster
for health and victory
In order to make America "nutrition-

conscious," an official "food guide" ex
plaining what foods to eat for health and
victory was released March 2 by Federal
Security Administrator Paul V. McNutt.
The official "food guide," Mr. McNutt
explained, together with a symbolized
slogan *'U. S. Needs Us Strong—Eat Nu
tritional Food," is part of the wartime
national nutrition program of the Office
of Defense Health and Welfare Services.

"Health returns essential to victory"
Red, white, and blue posters, carrying
this slogan and the food guide, are being
produced for widespread use.

The nutrition campaign, Mr. McNutt
stated, has the cooperation of the food
industry, State and local nutrition com

mittees, and related groups.
"This effort to get full health returns
from the Nation's food resources," Mr.

McNutt said, "is essential to victory.
Three points about the program need to
be emphasized:
"First, It translates the scientific findings
of modern nutrition research Into simple,
easy-to-follow guidance which everyone can
and should apply.
"Second, it makes its front line attack in

the local communities where people live—
where they buy and eat three meals a day.
"Third, it utilizes all available channels of

public information to combat the ignorance
which Is a large and unnecessary cause of
malnutrition,"

"Industries, as well as individuals," Mr.
McNutt said, "have been asking 'What
can we do to help?' Because of the many
such inquiries we have received, this Of
fice has set up a policy which will enable
interested industries to help in making
the nutrition story Icnown. These nutri
tion posters may be reproduced by ob
taining permission from this office."

What you should eat
The national nutrition "food guide"

Corn acreage allotments have been in

family and hired workers, and equipped

follows:

creased to maintain feed granaries at a

high level. Other measures are being
taken to maintain price ratios of feed and
livestock products to make possible the

with more than 1.800,000 tractors and
complementary machinery and imple
ments, nearly 5,000,000 automobiles and
motortrucks, and 13.000,000 horses and

for everyone—more for children—or cheese
or evaporated or dried milk.

high record •outturn of livestock prod

mules.

ucts.

Wheat is being made available as

Oranges,

tomatoes,

cabbage or salad

grapefruit—ot

raw

greens—at least one of

these.

In spite of difficulties in production,

feed for livestock.

processing,

Officials say that unless the usual signs
fail there will be high-record calf and
lamb crops this spring to replenish herds
and flocks and release large niunbers of
meat animals for slaughter without less
ening supplies in subsequent seasons.

about by diversion of labor, metals,

and

distribution,' brought

chemicals, and other farm needs to the
war effort farmers expect to use avail

able equipment and manpower to pro
duce the food needed in the fight against
aggression.

Milk and milk products—at least a pint

Green or yellow vegetables—one big help
ing or more—some raw, some cooked.

Other

vegetables,

vegetables or fruits

fruit—^potatoes,

other

In season.

Bread and cereal—whole grain products
or enriched white bread and flour.

Meat, poultry or fish—dried beans, peas,
or nut£ occasionally.

Eggs—at least 3 or 4 a week, cooked any
way you choose—or in "made" dishes.

Butter

and

other spreads—vitamin-rich

fats, peanut butter, and similar spreads.
Then eat other foods you also like.

.7'

★
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Procedure simpliiied for

HOUSING...

subcontractors extending

37,261 homes for defense workers, armed
forces to be built under joint progrsim
A joint public and private program for
immediate construction of 37,261 addi
tional dwelling units for industrial de
fense workers and civilian and enlisted
personnel of the armed forces in 10 widely
separated areas was approved March 5
by President Roosevelt on recommenda
tion of John B, Blandford, Jr., Adminis
trator of the National Housing Agency.

Bulk on West Coast

The publicly financed portion of the
program will provide 13,526 units and the
balance, 23,735 units, will be assigned to

private enterprise. This is in line with
the Government's policy of supplying
only such defense housing as private in
terests are unable or unwilling to provide.
The bulk of the new public construc

29
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tion in this particular program will be
centered on the West Coast to help speed
shipbuilding.

The progi'am as approved by the Presi
dent for these 10 areas follows;

Seattle, Wash., public, 3,278 dweUlng units,

defense housing ratings
Extension of preference ratings on de
fense housing projects by subcontractors
has been simplified by an amended ver
sion of Preference Rating Order P-55,

announced March 3 by the Director of
Industry Operations.

Subcontractors to benefit
The provisions of P-55 may be used

only by contractors to whom a copy of

private, 6,300; Vancouver, Wash., public,

the order is addressed with a serial num

5,000, private, 2,100; Northern New Jersey,

ber, and by the suppliers and subcontrac
tors to which an individual order is

pubUc 2,838, private. 14,000; Alton-East Alton,
III., public, 400, private, 450; Childersburg,
Ala., public, 200, private, 60; Hawthorne, New.,
public, 400, private, 25; New Britain, Conn.,
public, 900, private, 100; Lemoore, Calif., pub
lic. 185, private. 160; Taft. Calif., public. 75,
private, 50; Vtica-Rome-Uion, N. Y., public,
250, private. 500.
In the Northern New Jersey area, 2,-

538 of the newly scheduled defense home

units had been planned originally for a
slum-clearance program.

specifically extended.

Changes in the

form of the order were announced on

January 13, but they proved unsatisfac
tory and the order as amended at that
time has not been used. The changes
announced March 3 include some of the
revisions announced January 13, with
modifications to benefit subcontractors.
Under the order as now amended, sup

pliers who process the material they fur
nish to the contractor or subcontractor

Extension of ratings by
builders made easier

200 paper makers asked
to hold prices down

in any substantial way may not extend
the ratings on orders which they fill.
Instead, it is suggested that they should
operate under the Production Require
ments Plan.

Extension of

preference ratings by

building contractors will be facilitated
by a new form of order, P-19-h, which
wUl be used in most cases hereafter to

assign ratings to construction projects
in response to applications on forms PD200 and PD-200A.

The new form of order will permit

Approximately 200 manufacturers of
kraft converting papers, coarse sulphite
papers and tissue papers have been
asked by the Office of Price Administra
tion to agree not to exceed prices at
which they sold all grades of such items
during the period from October 1 to Oc
tober 15. 1941, inclusive. Price Admin

application of ratings by builders by a
simple endorsement on purchase orders,
containing the serial number issued for
the project. A similar form of endorse
ment may be used for extension of rat
ings on orders served on the builders'
suppliers, except that before extending
a rating a supplier must execute and
forward to the War Production Board a
special form of acceptance. Only one
filing of the acceptance is necessary, after
which the supplier may extend any rat
ing assigned by Order P-19-h, regardless

istrator Henderson announced March 5.

of serial number.

small quantities will be maintained on
the same basis as that prevailing during

Suppliers to whom ratings are extend

A form for such agreement has been
sent to members of the industry.

Usual differentials allowed
Favorable response from virtually ev
ery manufacturer is anticipated. When
the forms are returned, OPA expects to
present levels on most grades for do
mestic and export sales.
Sales below the agreement prices will

be permitted and the customary differ
entials for sheets, distant shipments and

Minor changes permissible
However, exceptions are made in the
case of subcontractors who

commonly

make minor changes in the material
they install in defense housing projects.
They will be permitted to extend ratings
under specified restrictions.
All extensions of ratings by builders or
subcontractors must be countersigned by
an authorized agent of the Federal Hous
ing Administration. Suppliers who do
not process the materials they ftirnish
to contractors may extend ratings with
out countersignature.

Extensions after order expires
Another amendment permits extension
of ratings by suppliers and subcontrac
tors after the expiration date of the par
ticular order under which the ratings
were assigned, provided that the rating
being extended was originally applied by
the builder prior to the expiration date.
This provision will assist suppliers and
subcontractors to take advantage of a
new amendment which permits them to
defer extension of ratings up to a period
of 3 months, and to "basket" or accumu
late ratings until they are able to place

ed under the new order may accumulate
the ratings up to a period of three
months until they can place an order for
a minimum commercial quantity of the
rated material if they do not process
it in any way, and, subject to the same
restrictions, suppliers may "basket" or
accumulate ratings on orders from two

the first half of last October.

agreements even though they may have

an order for a minimum quantity pro

or more contractors.

unusual situations regarding some items.

curable on customary commercial terms.

Asked to explain exceptions
A review of costs and profits will be
necessary before any contemplated ad
vances are permitted.
Manufacturers were urged to sign the
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CIVILIAN DEFENS
Protection; Office, Chief of Engineers. War
Department; Bureau of Yards and Docks,
Navy Department; International Association
of Fire Chiefs; Fire Equipment Section, War

First allocation of protective equipment
under the $100,000,000 appropriation
go mainly to coastal "target areas"

Production Board.
Formula Used in Determining

Amount of Fire Fighting EauipacsNT
This committee,

in

addition

to recom>

mending specifications for the type of equip-

First allocation of fire-fighting equip
ment, gas masks, stretchers, cots, etc.,
under the recent $100,000,000 Congres
sional appropriations will be made pAncipally to certain cities within 300-mile
coastal strips regarded as "target areas"
according to memorandum of plans re
leased March 7 by James M. Landls,
Director of the Office of Civilian Defense.
Selection of communities will be based

largely on priorities established by the
War and Navy Departments.

determined to be in danger of attack
and which are unable to provide suitable
facilities.

The memorandum on the plans fol

Priorities among communities will be
based upon three basic considerations:

(1) likelihood of attack, (2) vulnerabil
ity, and (3) impoi"tance to war produc
tion of manufacturing plants in the
community.

The system of allocating and distrib

uting the material was worked out by
Maj. Gen. Lorenzo D. Gasser, War De

INITUL

DETERMINATION

OP

Equipment was then allocated on the follow

LOCALITIES

TO

The

localities

within

the

United

States

principally in need of protection from bomb
ing attacks have been determined, after ap
propriate conferences with the military authcrities to be the coastal area within 300
localities

outside

the

coastal

area

wherein there are located Important indus
trial installations producing critical war
materials. The order of priority of Issue
to be based upon a logical consideration of

the likelihood of attack, their vulnerabUity
to attack and their Importance to the na
tional defense.
Protection of LocAuriEa Wrehein Impor
tant War Production Plants Are Located

The Allied war effort being dependent, in

lai^e part, upon the production capacity of
this country, it is logical that the effort of

partment representative on the Board
for Civilian Protection, director of the
civilian pi-otection division of the Office

with war contracts are established.

Mr.

Landis

and

toward

wherein

the

protection

important

of

those

localities

manufacturing

plants

This could not be done in the preparation

General

Gasser

pointed out that the application of these
standards will mean that the relative

sizes of the communities may sometimes
have little bearing on the amount of

equipment to be allocated. Where two
communities are of equal size and vul
nerability, the community having the
more vital war production will receive
the larger amount of equipment.

of the initial estimates for the reason that
the list of such localities was not obtainable.

Lists of those towns are now available, re

sulting in a considerable increase in the num
ber of towns to be protected as compai'ed with

the Initial tentative allocation.

Priority In

the issue of protective equipment must be

based upon the conditions previously set

forth, 1. e.. likelihood of attack, vulnerability,
and importanca to the national defense.

Many towns of 10,000 population and over,
located within the 300-mlle coastal strip,

ington.

Fire Fichtihg Eootpmcnt
the Basic Element op Protection

stated.

Under the appropriation, facilities,
supplies, and services for the adequate

protection of persons and property from
bombing attacks, sabotage, or other war
hazards are to be provided in localities

duction Board ruled that, owing to war re
quirements. self-propelled or trailer types of

auxilia^ fire-fighting equipment could not

befurnished, and that the types of equipment

that would be furnished must be confined
to the front mounted pump and the side
mounted unit described below. All flre-fightIng accessories, such as hose, nmzles axes
ladders, etc., are to be furnished with these
pumpers.

Ttpes of Pumpers To Be Furnished

(a) The front mounted pump unit con
sists of a single stage direct-connected cen

trifugal pump designed for mounting on the
front of a truck ahead of the motor. This
pump will be equipped with 1.500 feet of

discharge hose and certain standard items

of equipment. It will be necessary for mu
nicipalities receiving this type of unit to
supply an open body truck with a motor

developing at least 75 brake horse power
at a minimum of 3,000 revolutions per min
ute.

(b) The so-called self-contained unit con

sists of a gasoline motor and a 600 gallonper-mlnute centrifugal fire ptunp on skids
and weighs approximately 1,400 pounds. This
unit will be supplied with 1.500 feet of dis

out of the allocation lists In favor of smaller

cannot make allocations on any other basis

Ttpes Permitted bt War Production Board
On or about February 14, the War Pro

equipment.

Such towns, particularly those located more

and we will be unable to give consideration
to the requests of Individual locelities at
variance with such a plan." Mr. Landis

one pumper for each pumper over 15 years
of age.

now Included in the original tentative allo

Mr. Landis urged communities not to
send requests or requisitions for sup
plies to CCD headquarters in Wash

and will be made according to plans arrived
at in cooperation with the military experts
of the War Department. Under the law we

piomper over 15 years of age; In cities over

200,000. because of high value areas, two
pumpers for each pxunper in operation, plus

cations are not listed in the War and Navy
Department lists as having manufacturing
plants producing Important war materials.

Requests from communities not necessary

"AUocatlons of protective supplies must

ing basis: In cities under 200,000. one
auxiliary pumper for each pumper in opera

tion plus one pumper for each existing

RECEIVE EQUIPMENT

civilian defense should be directed primarily

of Civilian Defense.

ing equipment was carefully and completely
to the number of units over 15 years of age.

OUTLINE OP PLAN

tion

formula to be used In determining the ratio
as between existing regular equipment and
the auxiliary equipment. To determine the
number of auxillai7 pumpers needed, exist

surveyed, particular attention being directed

lows:

miles of our sea or gulf coasts and in addi

Factors in allocation

ment to be purchased, also recommended the

than 100 miles from the coast, may be left
towns where Important war production mau-

ulacturlng plants are located.

It is intended that these self-

contained xmlts and the accompanying
equipment shall be mounted on hose wagons
or on the body of a truck of at least V/^ ton
capacity to be furnished by the municipality.
Gas Masks

With reference to gas masks for the civUiau

population. o\ir Initial problem has to do with

In view of the fact that great damage
suffered in bombing attacks may result from

the use of the fire bomb, auxiliary &re fight
ing equipment was considered as a

charge hose together with the necessaiy

basic

element of the civilian defense equipment
that should be furnished by the Government.
PiHE Defense Committee

Accordingly, a fire defense committee was
organized in the Office of Civilian Defense,

consisting of one representative of each of
the following organizations: National Board

the creation of facilities for quantity manu
facture.

This will be accomplished with a

portion of the $100,000,000 through educa
tional orders.

Equipment for Medical Teams
AND Casualty Stations

This equipment will be tentatively allotted
on the following basis:

(a) One team for each 5.000 population;
(b) One casualty station for each two med
ical teams.

Stretchers on the basis of 4 for

of Plre Underwriters; National Fire Associa

each 5.000 population: cots on the basis ot

tion; International Association of Fire Fight
ers: Eureeu of Agricultural Chemistry and
Engineering; National Bureau of industrial

12 for each 5,000 population; first-aid belts

on the basis of 9 per 5,000 population; iden
tification tags for medical kits on the basis
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of one book of 20 tags for each 1,000 popu
lation.

Equipment for Enbolled Wobkers
Arm bands on the basts of 60 per 1,000

population;

gasproof capes on

the

basis

of 30 per 1,000 population: steel helmets on

the basis of 20 per 1,000 population.

(Ths

same helmets to be used for firemen); fire

men's turn-out coats, and pants (pairs) on
the basis of 4 per 1,000 population. (Fire
men's rubber boots cannot be supplied owing

to rubber shortage); gas protection clothing
on the basis of 4 sets for 1,000 population.
All of this equipment is based upon issue
to individuals and teams actually enrolled
in

defense

units

of

the

Citizens'

DefensR

Corps.
Directors

AND State and Local Defense Agencies
Details with reference to allocation of this

equipment are now being considered by our
regional directors in conference with State
Such conferences will likewise con

sider questions of issue, administration, and
care of equipment and supplies loaned to
communities under the Act. It Is quite likely
that a number of communities will a!so be

represented at these conferences.
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Landis calls on legal

to

mobilize its skills for

defense

Calling for mobilization of the legal

ing local bar associations tied in with

profession, OCD Director Landis in a
telegraphed message to the American
Bar Association March 2, listed seven

local defense councils.
What is also
needed here seems an over-all national

specific civilian defense activities for
American lawyers.

Unable to appear in person to address
nual Mid-Winter Conference in Chicago,

Director Landis sent a telegram to Wal
ter P. Armstrong, president of the Asso
ciation, which said in part:

Can strengthen local couDcils
Any consideration of the place of law
yers in civilian defense must start from
the assumption that the strength of that
arm of the service must

Final Allocations

The recommendations of regional directors
and State Defense Councils will constitute

measured by

organization which will be able to refer
cases of legal need to those associations
that may be geographically far removed
who can supply it. Here the lines for
furnishing legal need may well be pat

terned upon the method employed by
Red Cross in utilizing its local chapters

as points for ready reference of cases to
other chapters. A clearance mechanism
of this character might be set up in the
American Bar Association, itself, or na
tional offices of OCD might be made

available. These legal services should
also extend to clearing questions of pub

lic liability arising from accident during

the strength of the local council of de

the course of emergency action.

fense in the many communities of the

portant manufacturing plants with war con

ing for them, can add greatly to their

For lawyers to advise in matters set
forth under two above, stimulation of
legal writing In this field should be en
couraged by Association and by law

tracts are located, and as recommended by

strength.

schools.

important factors in final allocation of equip
ment and supplies by the Office of Civilian
Defense in Washington. First consideration
will be given to those localities wherein im
the War and Navy Departments.
Requests for Equipment Not Required

'
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the American Bar Association at its An

Conferences Between Recionai.

officials.
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Requisitions from communities for equip
ment and supplies for civilian defense pur
poses will not be necessary.
Certificates Required
After determination has been made as to

the localities that will receive equipment and

supplies, certificates will be prepared in this
office showing the approximate amount of

equipment to be issued, which will be sent
to the mayor of each town scheduled to re
ceive such equipment. This form includes
a certificate to the effect that the town is

unable to provide the equipment; that if
received, the town will provide suitable facil
ities at the expense of the community for
appropriate use of, care, maintenance, hous
ing. distribution, and security of said equip
ment; that the town agrees to organize and
train volunteer units in the handling of

same, with the specific understanding that
title to such equipment remain In the posses
sion of the United States.
Procurement

All of the equipment and supplies wiU b«

procured by appropriate agencies of the War
Department.

United States.

Lawyers, by associating

themselves with these councils and work

Secondly,

the

operations

of

these

councils, particularly the operation of
the antibombardment protective serv
ices, demand competent and continuing
legal advice. For example, an under
standing must be had of the legal pow
ers of wardens, of auxiliary policemen.
Regulations governing the emergency
flow of traffic, the emergency extinction
of lights, the dispersion of crowds and
the like must be devised. Consideration
must be given to the source from which
these regulations should issue; namely,
State, county, or locality. In metropoli
tan areas covering more than one State,
legal mechanisms for uniform treatment
of that area must be created. An un
derstanding of the nature of the execu
tive power and its distribution through
governors, mayors and the like must be
had. All this illustrates the need for
good legal advice at the local and at the
State levels and calls for the creation

★

*

★

of an institution comparable to that of

Judge Advocate-General for the local

Sheppard named director of
ninth civilian defense region
Civilian Defense Director Landis an

nounced March 2 the appointment of
James C. Sheppard as regional director
of the Ninth Civilian Defense Region,
with headquarters in San Francisco.

This area covers California. Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, and
Washington.

and State defense councils.

On the nonprotective side, lawyers
have special value in such tasks as ra
tioning boards. Also, their normal ca
pacity to speak should be placed at the

To maiotaio morale
Consideration should be given to As
sociation in cooperation with law schools
to continue in part the training of law
students now serving in military camps,

or, If this is impossible, to supplying them
with appropriate legal literature.
The maintenance of morale is partic
ularly the task of those who can see
clearly the great issues of this war. That
understanding should especially charac

terize the bar, for all the great heritage
of the common law is now at stake.

Seeing that, I feel sure that the lawyers

to whom your association can so clearly
speak will do all those many things
necessary to put the effort of everyone
behind the Nation and thereby increase
that much more our hitting power on
the Atlantic and in the Pacific against
the enemy.
★

★

*

Canners should make advance

appointments in Washington
Groups of caxmers entitled to file ap
peals under the provisions of Conserva
tion Order M-8I were requested March 4

service of the local defense councils so

to write the War Production Board con

as to make plain to the public the nature

tainers branch for appointments before

and demands of the war effort.

coming to Washington.

Legal aid for deserving cases of in
dividuals In the military services as

addressed to Mr. H. P. Krimendahl, Room

well as individuals on the battle line of

3424, War Production Board, Social Se

production should be encouraged by hav-

curity Building, Washington, D. C.

Requests for appointments should be

★
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i^uthprized aid to United Nations passes

Rating for spare parts of
buses, trucks raised to A-2

,r^7jbillion dollar mark; over two-thirds

.^^'^.^pproved since Pearl Harbor

The War Production Board on March

which the President may provide to the

associated with us against Axis aggres

6 announced a 1942 program for the pro
duction of spare parts for medium and
heavy trucks, truck trailers, and buses,
designed to keep these vehicles in run

United Nations under Lend-Lease rose

sion.

ning order.

past the 47 billion dollar mark when the
fifth supplemental war appropriation bill

tions the transfers actually are made is
determined by the Executive, within the

received

Congress

dollar limits set by Congress, on the basis

March 2 and was sent to the President

of how best they will contribute to final
victory over the Axis.

ment

All except 15 Mi billions of the LendLease total, or more than two-thirds of

and Navy and other designated Govern

The authorized dollar limit on aid

final

approval

by

for signature.

Aid exceeds third of war funds
The bill carries direct Lend-Lease ap
propriations of $5,425,000,000.

In addi

armed forces or transfer to the nations
In what amounts and to what na

it, has been authorized in appropriation
bills passed in the 3 months since Pearl

tion, the President may transfer to Lend-

Harbor.

Lease countries up to $11,250,000,000
worth of war supplies to be produced un
der the War Department section of the

Lend-Lease military and naval require

bill.

He may also lease any of the mer

chant ships to be buiit from $3,852,000,000

in appropriations and contract authoriza
tions for the Maritime Commission.

These additions brought the total of
Lend-Lease appropriations and transfer
authorizations passed by Congress since
the Lend-Lease Act became law almost

a year ago to $47,410,650,000. This is
more than one-third of all the money so
far voted by Congress to pay for the
United States war program.
The 47 billion dollar figure includes

$18,410,000,000 in direct appropriations
for Lend-Lease.

The balance of more

Since that date provision for

ments has been nade in War and Navy
Department appropriations by the trans
fer authorization method instead of in

direct Lend-Lease appropriations. The
latter are now confined to nonmilitary
supplies and services.
Most of the dollars available for Lend-

Lease will be translated into tanks, planes,
guns, ships, food, machinery, raw mate
rials and services as part of the over-all
United States war production program
for 1942 and 1943 of 185,000 planes, 120,-

000 tanks, and 18 million tons of mer
chant shipping. Lend-Lease aid up to
March 1, 1942, totaled about
billion
dollar?, while allocation has been com
pleted by the Lend-Lease Administration

Orders were issued raising from A-3
to A-2 the Preference Rating available
for deliveries of materials for replace
parts.

Tlie

program

does

not

affect production of parts for the Army
ment and lend-lease operations.
Under

amendments

to

Limitation

Order

1-35 and Preference Rating Order P-107 is
sued and effective March 6, which supersede

the original orders announced January 22,
WPB authorized producers and suppliers to
apply the A-2 rating to' obtain deliveries of

materials going into_the manufacture o£ des

ignated spare parts? The orders apply only
to medium and heavy trucks, truck trailers,
passenger carriers, and

school

bus bodies.

Parts for which the new rating may be used
are listed in both the Limitation Order and

the Preference Rating Order.

A long-range program
Since WPB has Instructed manufacturers

to stop production after March 1 of civilian

trucks having a gross vehicle weight of less
than 16,000 pounds, It has become necessaiy
to set up a long-range program for spared
part production,
Under this program, producers can make
during the entire year up to 150 percent of
the number of spare parts sold by them for
replacement purposes during 1941. In order
to give manufacturers more operating free
dom, the order provides that from January
1 to June 30, producers may not maniifacture
more than 75 percent of the number of spare

pai'ts sold by them for that purpose during

than 29 billions Includes the total money

of virtually all of the $12,985,000,000 ap

value of ships, planes, tanks and guns
built, building, or to be built that the

propriated in the first two Lend-Lease

30. the manufacturing limit shaU be fixed at

appropriation bills, passed March 27 and

112',4 percent of the number sold during

President may either retain for our own

October 28, 1941.

to 150 percent.

1941. and that from January 1 to September
1841.

For the entire year, the rate amounts
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